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ABSTRACT
Single clock distribution over a large high performance chip can be very challenging due to
clock skew and wiring delays. It can also be more prone to the environmental and process nonidealities. This led to the evolution of globally asynchronous and locally synchronous (GALS)
systems in deep sub micron (DSM) technology. In GALS, mostly bundled data protocols which
are based on the handshake mechanisms, are used for the data transfer. But these protocols rely
on the timing assumptions between handshake signals and data values that can cause the timing
closure problems, which poses strict constraints in system-on-chip (SoC) design with intellectual
properties (IPs) in multiple clock domains (MCD). Secondly, delay insensitive (DI) protocols
can also be used in GALS. In delay insensitive (DI) protocols control signals are embedded
within the data signals for the elimination of timing requirements. Leveraging the less stringent
timing requirements of quasi delay insensitive (QDI) designs (compared to other asynchronous
protocols), this work proposed GALS design templates to utilize the DI protocols. Two hardware
templates have been proposed to facilitate the use of GALS system in a conventional digital
design flow with minimal intervention to IP modules. First template uses 1-of-N data encoding
asynchronous interface for i) RTZ (Return to Zero) and ii) ST (Single Track) handshaking
schemes. Second template uses dual rail data encoding asynchronous interface. Three different
asynchronous interfaces i.e., GAsP (Globally Asynchronous Port), STFB (Single Track Full
Buffer) and RSDL (Reduced Stack Dual Lock) have been used in two proposed templates to
provide proof of concept. Modifications for three different quasi delay insensitive (QDI) based
asynchronous designs for adaptation in proposed GALS designs have been suggested,
implemented and verified. Designs are simulated over the different frequencies to perform the
data transactions across multiple clock domains. Power, energy and latency have been measured
to show that under which context a particular QDI design should be chosen. Corner case analyses
for each of design have also been performed with power and energy metrics measurement for
process variation effects and anomalies.
Furthermore, 3D technology is becoming more popular due to increasingly improved design
density and performance. It has shown easiness in design by introducing modular approach over
different tiers. Proposed QDI based GALS designs have also been investigated for the 3-D
environment, particularly for the case of each tier with its own communicating frequency.
Another technique, self test self synchronization (STSS) circuit based loosely synchronous
technique is also incorporated in 3-D IC. Both of the designs have been evaluated and analyzed
against the different challenges and limitations of 3-D ICs. Performance matrices of two designs
i.e. QDI based GALS and STSS based loosely synchronous interface are measured. It is found
that QDI based GALS design poses more time for a data transaction as compared to its
counterpart but no erroneous operation under different conditions. It also eliminates the
requirement of global clock. However, loosely asynchronous interface offers minimum timing
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for operation but it can malfunction in different scenarios. Guidelines for designers about
different parameters of these two designs have been provided for various contexts.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces some preliminaries required to understand the thesis work. In the
beginning digital circuits and their types are introduced. Then based on digital circuit types,
GALS domain is introduced. In last part of this chapter, 3 dimensional integrated circuits (3-D
ICs) are described, to understand the GALS incorporation into 3-D ICs.

1.1 Digital Circuits:
Unlike the analog circuits which has an instantaneous response, means at each time step
response is considered, digital circuits has only two states based on which they are designed.
These two states are one and zero. Two states are also sometimes referred as logic levels.
Usually logic one level corresponds to some high voltage i.e. 3v or 5v and logic zero level
represents lower voltage i.e. 0v as shown in Fig. 1.1. At a particular instant, circuit response
would be either zero or one, there is no third state. In general, these circuits are always switching
between two binary levels (0 or 1).
Level 1

Level 0

Figure 1.1: Binary logic levels: A base of digital circuit operation
Initially, only analog circuits were in use in electrical engineering applications. Analog
circuits are based on direct simulations of circuits based upon some physical parameters. These
physical parameters can be current or voltage varying over the time. Later on with the evolution
of electronics, when small signals used to control the giant structures, these time varying signals
quantized over two different logic levels (Fig. 1.1). A voltage level is defined between maximum
and minimum possible voltage. If incoming response or voltage is above than defined level, then
it is assigned to level 1 and to level 0 in case if it is lower than the defined level. Such sort of
circuits whose operation is between two logics, are termed as digital circuits.
Practically, digital circuits have found various applications in our life from personal computer
to hand held counter device. Applications are not limited to personal use, mega structure of
control systems, communications and computation are also based upon digital circuits. In
industry, analog signals are first converted into digital signals and then digital signals
information is used to process or monitor the operations.
Digital systems have advantages in terms of power saving, modularity and performance over
their counterpart analogue systems [1]. In digital systems, scheduling of the different tasks is
based upon some common signal that is named as clock signal. Clock signal is connected to
16

every part of the whole system and timings are always set according to clock signal. It provides
common notion of time throughout the system. However, sometimes instead of using clock
signal some other mechanism like handshake between circuits is also used to carry out the
information exchange across digital circuits. This communication of digital systems provides
some relief against the problems, faced in clock based digital systems. That is why; digital
circuits are divided into two different classes of circuits which are described in next section.

1.2 Classification of Digital Circuits:
Based upon mechanism of communication digital circuit use for data exchange between
different modules or circuits, they have been classified into two different categories [2] which
are as;
 Synchronous circuits
 Asynchronous circuits
1.2.1 Synchronous Circuits:
In synchronous circuits, all the circuit elements are synchronized on a single clock frequency.
Changes in circuit signals are based on the change in logic level of clock signal. How fast a
circuit is? It can be estimated through the frequency of clock signal over which circuit is
designed to operate. Various parameters need to be taken care of while designing the circuit. A
circuit cannot operate at any frequency. In ideal case, output should come at same instant when
an input is applied. However there are some components involved from input to output, these
components required some time for their operation, so it takes some time to change the output
when an input signal is changed. Normally, an analysis is performed from input to output paths,
the longest path in term of time consumption is termed as critical path. This path is further
optimized to improve circuit timing.
As mentioned earlier, synchronous circuit performs tasks according to the clock signal. So
each circuit element is linked to global cock signal. To guarantee the correct operation, clock
signal should reach at same time to each element. H tree [3] topology is usually used as for
uniform clock distribution without any delay. However, sometime clock signal gets delay and
this delay is termed as clock skew. Ideally clock skew should be zero.
1.2.2 Asynchronous Circuits:
Single clock distribution to whole complex of circuit can be very challenging. So, instead of
using clock signal to synchronize tasks, circuits can also be operated based on handshake signals.
Circuits that perform handshaking before data exchange are known as asynchronous circuits.
There are two handshake mechanisms on which circuits can be designed [4].
A. 4-Phase Handshake:
In 4-phase handshake sender puts the request (Req) signal high and in response receiver puts
ACK (acknowledgement) signal high. Sender sends the data, receiver after getting this data put
ACK signal low. In last sender also puts request signal low and one data transaction is
17

completed. This operation can be illustrated with the help of Fig. 1.2. This handshaking is also
known as return to zero (RTZ).
B. 2-Phase Handshake:
In 2-phase handshake mechanism instead of wasting time and energy in returning to logic
level zero, events are defined on request and acknowledgement signals. Although this type of
handshaking is efficient as compared to other type but it is complex in implementation.
S
N
D
E
R

REQUEST

ACKNOWLEDGE
DATA
n

R
E
C
EI
V
E
R

Figure 1.2: Asynchronous handshaking mechanisms for data transfer

1.3 Globally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous (GALS):
Scaling of processing technologies reduces logic delays, but interconnects are not following
the same trends [5]. Hence, the integrated circuit designs in modern deep sub-micron (DSM)
technologies have become very communication-centric [5]. Furthermore, to reduce time-tomarket in DSM technologies, it is desirable to integrate several IP (intellectual property) modules
in a system-on-chip (SoC). Due to different clocking requirements of these IP`s, SoCs are
usually divided into multiple clock domains (MCDs). Although such technique saves time by not
redesigning of IP modules, but it leads to a strict requirement of mechanisms that can allow safe
inter-module communication to overcome clock timing constraints without making (or making
little) intervention in the IP modules. Because IP modules, in MCDs of a SoC, are mutually
asynchronous, therefore the required inter-module communication techniques should be able to
overcome this timing anomaly. Consequently, this leads to a paradigm shift from the globally
synchronous design to globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) designs [6].
In short, advantages of both design circuit techniques i.e. synchronous and asynchronous are
exploited and disadvantages are avoided. GALS consists of asynchronous wrappers surrounding
the synchronous modules to perform inter-module communication. Synchronous module
operation is based on a single clock frequency independent of other modules. Communication of
these modules to each other follows handshake mechanisms as described in Section 1.2. GALS
designs have been popular to the researchers in the last decade due to their potential low-power
consumptions [7] [8].
Fig. 1.3 is illustration of a GALS system, where whole system is divided into various
functional blocks. It is just like system on chip (SoC) where divide and conquer approach is used
to breakdown system into modules. Here (Fig. 1.3), each module has its own operation frequency
18

based on standard synchronous methodology. Module communication is carried out through
asynchronous wrappers. Modules are synchronized to local clocks and globally system is
asynchronous i.e., not set to a single clock signal and handshake communication across
synchronous blocks.

Globally
Asynchronous

Locally
Synchronous

SB

SB

SB

SB

Synchronous
Block (SB)

Asynchronous
Wrappers/Interface

Figure 1.3: Globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) architecture

1.4 3-Dimensional Integrated Circuits:
About in the time of two years, number of the transistors becomes double according to Moore
law [9]. In order to meet the requirement of Moore law scaling technologies have improved at
much extent. Now, 3-D IC technology has recently emerged as a solution to scale the number of
the transistors and to the interconnect bandwidth bottleneck in conventional 2-D ICs. Instead of
the logic implementation in horizontal direction, wafers are diced and stacked together vertically.
The multi-layer structure in 3-D IC provide advantages in terms of reduced wire length, less
delay, low power consumptions and improved performance density over their counterpart 2-D
ICs [10]. Each storey of 3-D IC can have its own logic or module. Fig. 1.4 shows a concept of 3D IC.
sen sors

Tier 1
DSP mo dule

Tier 2
Mem ory u nit

Tier 3
R F/analog blo ck

Tier 4

Figure 1.4: 3-D IC: A conceptual illustration
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It is foreseen that different logic-layers in 3-D ICs require some inter-logic layer
communication methodology, this requires an especial interconnect in 3-D ICs called as through
silicon via (TSV) [11], which passes through the substrate and carry electrical signals across the
multiple tiers. It is a promising technology for 3-D IC integration. However, TSVs are vulnerable
to fracture. Fig. 1.5 shows use of TSVs across multiple tiers of 3-D IC to transfer the data.
Due to TSV vulnerability and other non-idealities in 3-D ICs (such as rise in temperature,
unavailability of heat sinks for middle tiers, inter and intra-die process variations) single global
clock based design presents severe challenges [12]. Also, 3-D ICs may contain dices from
different vendors leading to the heterogeneous systems. Therefore, 3-D ICs may resort to either
individual layers having separate clocks or may have a global but loosely skew-compensated
clock distribution network. This leads to realization of globally asynchronous and locally
synchronous (GALS) systems [13] in 3-D ICs. These solutions require clock domain crossing
(CDC) techniques for inter-logic-layer communication. Sequence of various die operations also
needs a careful timing analysis for TSV failure cases. Otherwise it can lead towards
malfunctioning or erroneous operation due to a broken communication protocol.

TSV

TSV
TSV

TSV

Tier 1

Tier 2
Figure 1.5: TSVs: An interconnect in 3-D ICs structure

1.5 Problem Statement:
Most of the work related to the GALS is based upon the utilization of the bundled data
protocols, quasi delay insensitive protocols (QDI) have been explored up to very limited extent.
Work done so for, is for some particular purpose or application. So there is need to design the
GALS templates that can have much improved performance and flexibility along the utilization
of QDI protocols to exclude the timing requirements and interdependency of data of control
signals.
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Design and implementation of a quasi delay insensitive (QDI) based
GALS templates to support the different data encodings and various
asynchronous interfaces.
Main aim of this work is to present the GALS templates that use DI codes to improve the
throughput, power and performance. Main GALS style adopted is pausible clocking, triggered by
synchronous modules to avoid any metastability problems. Flexibility of the GALS templates is
also kept in mind, so that a single GALS template can be used with various asynchronous
interfaces with no or minimal modifications.

1.6 Proposed Solution:
As stated earlier, most of the work done is utilizing the bundled data protocols which pose the
problems in synchronization and metastability of the control signals. So, in the proposed
solution, the DI codes have been used to exclude the timing assumptions and synchronization
problems. The clock domain crossing (CDC), to reuse the intellectual property (IP) modules is
exploited by utilizing the GALS templates.
In order to save the time to market, flexibility and optimization of GALS templates is kept in
mind. Hence, various asynchronous interfaces with minimal modifications are utilized to prove
the adaptability of our plausible clocking base GALS templates.
In short, the plausible clocking base GALS system have been proposed utilizing delay
insensitive (DI) protocol to perform the clock domain crossing communications. The 3-D ICs
having multiple clock domains with proposed GALS system incorporated, is also considered.

1.7 Thesis Contribution & Organization:
This thesis presents two novel GALS templates for clock domain crossing (CDC) and then the
incorporation of these templates into 3-D ICs. Various challenges and limitations have been
discussed and verified through electrical simulations. Main contribution of thesis work is as;
 Proposing two GALS templates for multiple clock domains along their architectures and
various essential elements.
 Proof of flexibility of proposed templates by introducing minimal changes in existing
asynchronous interfaces and then using them for new templates.
 Incorporation of the GALS templates into 3-D ICs, and various analysis and
measurements with respect to the TSVs and their limitations.
 Introduction of already existing loosely synchronous technique in 3-D IC environment
and extensive timing analysis and estimation of the both CDC techniques, i.e., GALS and
loosely synchronous.
 Electrical simulations of the GALS templates in 2-D and in 3-D environment according
to the signal sequence and protocol.
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Rest of thesis work is organized as follows:
 Chapter 2 presents literature review of various asynchronous interface and GALS
classification, along their main contributions and features. Relevant material of 3-D ICs
and clock distribution and TSVs have been also provided.
 Chapter 3 contains detailed architecture of the two proposed GALS templates with
comprehensive description of sequence of the signals, protocols and operation.
Asynchronous interfaces that can be used in these templates have also been highlighted
with required modification.
 Chapter 4 presents simulation results of proposed GALS templates with the measurement
of performance indicators.
 Chapter 5 describes incorporation of these templates and a loosely synchronous technique
for clock domain crossing in 3-D IC. Several challenges about the TSVs, have been
discussed and analyzed in detail.
 Extensive timing analysis is mentioned in Chapter 6, in case a TSV fails.
 Simulation results and various measurements of proposed and analyzed work have been
reported in Chapter 7.
 Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, future directions and guidelines have been
provided to continue the research in near future.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Chapter 2 focuses on the review of existing GALS techniques based on different clock domain
crossing mechanisms and communications protocols. Besides GALS, this chapter also mentions
some prior research work in the domain of 3-D ICs. Review in 3-D IC domain done particularly
for the TSVs, clock distribution network topologies and other challenges faced during the
incorporation of existing GALS techniques into 3-D ICs.

2.1 GALS Classification:
One single clock signal distribution to a system which has multiple logic modules and blocks
can be very difficult. So, several GALS communication mechanisms [14] [15] [16] [17] have
been proposed to perform the clock domain cross talking. Each mechanism has entirely different
methods to transfer the data for inter module communication, while the modules are being
operated at different clock frequencies. Based upon the literature summary [18] [19] [20] [21]
[22], GALS can be broadly divided into three main types [23], as shown in Fig. 2.1.

GALS DESIGN
TEHNIQUES

Pausible Clocks

First In First
Out (FIFO)

Loosely
Synchronous

Mesochronous

Hetrochronous

Plesiochronous

Figure 2.1: GALS classification [23] based on principle of communicating mechanism
In pausible clocking [24], each module has its own clock which is generated locally. Various
intellectual property (IP) blocks can be joined together using plausible clocking method. Usually
clocks are generated through the ring oscillators. When the data transfer between two blocks is
started, clock signal of each block is paused and resumed after the successful data transfer. This
type of GALS can be used for communication of modules having any frequency of operation. As
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clock is paused during the data transfer, so it avoids the metastability problem [25]. However,
this technique can have varying jitter [26] from cycle to cycle. This jitter could be amplified and
hence, resulting in the cut of timing margins required for the completion of operation.
First in first out (FIFO) [27] is another type which is sometime also referred as asynchronous
interface. It uses some special circuits known as synchronizers. Module which needs to send data
places data in FIFO and receiving module reads the data from that FIFO. It is more suitable for
systems which has to operate on lower frequency or can tolerate higher latency. However, it
cannot be used for high speed communications or where higher throughput is required. Another
major problem with this approach is use of synchronizers, sometimes synchronizers behave in
much different way, than the way they are considered, while designing.
Third is the loosely synchronous [23] based GALS systems, it is the special type in which
relationship between the communicating frequencies is exploited. If there is some relationship
found i.e., multiple frequencies, then hardware involved can be optimized more as compared to
former GALS types. On the other side, this type is less supportive if some changes in the system
operation are made. Usually, it requires very detailed timing analysis to know the size of buffer
involved, but CAD flow does not support this. Extensive timing analysis is required to verify the
frequencies releationship. This category in further subdivide into three types based upon relation
in communicating frequencies.
Masochronous: Unknown but a stable phase difference in communicating frequencies.
Hetrochronous: Due to the drifting phase minor difference in communicating frequencies.
Plesiochronous: Different frequencies but multiple of each other.
A comparison of the three basic GALS types can also be done based on different parameter
like latency, throughput and hardware overhead. Table 2.1 present a GALS comparative analysis
[28] along their advantages and disadvantages. Additional hardware requirement against each
type is also mentioned.
Table 2.1: GALS types: A comparative analysis
Parameter
Pausible Clocking
FIFO
Loosely Synchronous
Area Overhead
Low
Medium to High
Low
Latency
Low
High
Medium
Lowers as clock pause
Low
Medium
Throughput
rate
Power consumption
Low
High
Medium
Additional Cells
Dealy line, Muller C
Empty/Full Flags
Muller C
Advantages
No metastability
Simple solutions
Low overhead
Local
clock
Area
overhead,
low
Disadvantages
Intense verification
generation
latency
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It can be observed in Table 2.1, that FIFO is worst for area overhead, latency, throughput and
power consumption, while plausible is relatively better in these parameters as compared to
loosely synchronous methodology. FIFO requires a mechanism for empty and full flag for
indication of data presence in FIFO. Pausible clocking may require a delay line to meet the
timing margins, however it has disadvantage that every modules needs its own clock generation.
Whereas FIFO has simple solution without local clock generation. Loosely synchronous requires
a lot of timing verification to ensure the correct operation under process non idealities scenarios.

2.2 GALS Practical Implementations:
In [29] plausible clocking technique has been used to interface the IP cores operating at very
high speed. Sending IP core operating frequency is about 2.8 MHz while the receiving side has a
frequency of about 1.5 MHz. This shows that this work is well suited for system which are
operating at frequencies of MHz. There is no clock pausing at the receiver side only sender clock
pauses, as sender is operating at higher frequency as compared to the receiver side. Handshake
protocols used to initiate and terminate the communication. Correctness of operation is well
tested using different ranges of temperature and all four process variations.
An asynchronous wrapper [30] based upon delay insensitivity in data has been presented.
Handshaking between the sender and the receiver utilized for communications. Main
contribution in this work, is to eliminate the acknowledgement wire by using single track
handshaking and introducing minimal changes. Performance of this wrapper is comparable to
that of bundled data based communications.
To increase the resistance against the cryptographic hardware, ACACIA chip [31] based on
GALS plausible clocking methodology is designed. As clock pauses during the data transfer so it
creates the difficulties for the side attacker to trace out the power consumption of chip and then
utilize the power consumption pattern to extract the information. However, the power
consumption of this chip still need to be improved and throughput as well.
Another telecom baseband circuit named FAUST [32] is designed using FIFO approach. It is
used for 4th generation carrier division for multiple accesses (CDMA). It provided to gateways:
one, a successful adaptation of network on chip (NoC) using GALS and other is to high quality
of service (QoS). However this circuit can be optimized further by introducing energy savings at
system level. Further CAD tool support is also needed to improve timing analysis.
IHP microelectronics has also developed a processor [33] using GALS approach (plausible
clocking style). This processor can operate at frequency up to 80MHz, while performing
successful information exchange. An overview of above three hardware systems is presented in
Table 2.2, where area, process and GALS designed style have been mentioned along vendor and
operational frequency.
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Table 2.2: GALS based designed Hardware [34] comparison
Feature
Designed by
Process (nm)
Area (mm2)
Frequency (MHz)
GALS Style

ACACIA
ETHZ
250
1.1
80-200
Pausible Clock

FAUST
CEA-LETI
130
80
160-250
FIFO

IHP Baseband Processor
IHP Microlelectronics
250
45
20-80
Pausible Clock

Researchers have also implemented and compared the synchronous and GALS versions [35] of
same system to highlight, the pros and cons of the both approaches. In [35], both fully
synchronous and GALS versions of an acoustic digital signal processor (ADSP) are presented.
Table 2.3 presents some important feature of both processors.
Table 2.3: Special features of same fully synchronous and GALS based ADSP
Parameter
Fully Sync. ADSP GALS ADSP
Core Utilization
95%
95%
Sampling Speed
4kHz
4kHz
Micro-controller Speed
1.8 MHz
1.8MHz
Power Dissipation
334µW
173µW
No. of Leaf Cells
28,291
28,739
It can observed that for first three parameters both approaches have same performance values
but power dissipation wise GALS based ADSP is way than synchronous design. However, fully
synchronized processor is marginally better in hardware cells used, as compared to counterpart.
Recently [36] a GALS wrapper is developed that uses no handshaking and design style is
based upon the FIFO concept. It has about 75% decreased latency than other state of art
wrappers. It is tested for the case where jitter is added through the noise. However, there are
some things that are ignored while designing such as requirement of setup and hold time [37]. It
works well for the fast receiver but does not work for fast transmitter blocks. It needs further
testing under scenarios where different process variations can have effects on operation.

2.3 Communication Protocols:
Certain protocols need to be followed while asynchronously communicating or exchanging
the data across synchronous modules. Different GALS wrappers can be classified into two main
categories based on the protocols and sequence used.
 Bundled data protocol
 Quasi delay insensitive protocol (QDI)
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2.3.1 Bundled data protocol:
In bundled data protocols, request and acknowledgement signal are bundled with data signals.
It shows the improvement as compared to the C-element and standard cell based designs [38]
[39]. On the other hand, such circuits are prone to timing closure problem, which arises due to
interdependent timing of data and control signals [40] [41].
2.3.2 Quasi delay insensitive protocol (QDI):
In QDI protocol timing assumptions are excluded except finite logical delays. Control of the
operation depends on sequence of the data signals. QDI protocol is so far mostly focused on
asynchronous circuits only. Quasi delay insensitive (QDI) protocol based interfaces is free from
the timing mismatch problems, as request signal(s) is (are) embedded in data. However, the
hardware complexity increases as we move into more sophisticated QDI data encoding
mechanisms [42]. Recently QDI interface has shown promise in terms of performance and
energy improvement for GALS [43] [44].
In QDI data encoded asynchronous interfacing schemes, DI data encoding are used. DI data
codes are just like simple codes which do not contain any other codes in themselves so they can
be received without any ambiguity [45]. Although, there are a lot of other encoding schemes but
two of them are extensively used in on chip communications, due to their low hardware
complexity in encoding and decoding, 1-of-N and dual rail [42].
One- of- N data encoding scheme is like one hot or cold encoding in which only one bit is
asserted at a time out of N bits transmitted. Sometimes, it is also used as other way round, i.e.
one cold encoding which is one bit low at a time out of N bits. Table 2.4 shows 1-of-4 encoding
scheme as an example. Generally, it requires a log2(N)-to-N decoder for encoding at the sender
end, and similarly, N-to-log2(N) encoder for the decoding at the receiver side. Here, N is the
number of wires in the system and log2(N) is the number of bits per transaction. For 1-of-N
encoding the number of wires increases exponentially with the number of bits transmitted per
data transaction.
Table 2.4: One-of-4 encoding scheme
Two-bit value X[0] X[1] X[2] X[3]
00

1

0

0

0

01

0

1

0

0

10

0

0

1

0

11

0

0

0

1

Dual Rail encoding requires two signals to encode each bit. Sometimes it is also referred as 1of-2 encoding. This scheme requires 2*log2(N) wires for transmitting log2(N) bits per
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transaction. For log2(N) higher than 2 (i.e., more than two bits per transaction), dual rail
encoding requires fewer wires for transmitting the same information, compared to 1-of-N data
encoding. Table 2.5 shows one possible combination for dual rail encoding. The choice of DI
codes depends on various factors which can vary from case to case. Data encoding and decoding
should be simple and efficient. It should be noted that if log2(N) < = 2 (i.e. two bits per
transaction), the dual rail and 1-of-N data encoding schemes require the same number of wires.
These codes are extremely helpful while partitioning a design. A processing instruction, for
example, may be split into op-code and operands. It is very convenient to split a code word if
the code can be decomposed into several valid code words, which is exactly the case for the
dual rail code for all partitions and for the 1 -of-4 data encoding for partitions down to a quarter
byte [42].

Table 2.5: Dual rail encoding
Bit value X[0]

X[1]

0

1

0

1

0

1

Another type of DI code that is efficient in terms of number of bits required is m-of-n
encoding. However, it is more complex to encode and decode the values as a lot of extra
hardware is required [46] as compared to encoding and decoding of 1-of-N code. However, in mof-n encoding, m number of bits are used to represent a value, and at a time only n bits are high.
In this way, 1-of-N encoding is a special case of m-of-n encoding in which only one bit is high;
m-of-n encoding provides

m
n

C

possible values that can be used to encode a data value [46]. One

possible combination of 2-of-5 encoding is presented here as an example in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6: m-of-n encoding (An example)
Digit
2-of-5 encoding
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
0
1

2.4 Asynchronous Channels:
Asynchronous channels can be categorized into four different main categories [47], on the
base of communication initiation, sequence, termination and transfer of data using control
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signals. GALS based design usually uses anyone of asynchronous channels shown in Fig. 2.2, to
transfer the data across different clock domains. The details of these channels are provided
below:
i)

Push Channel: The sender initiates the data request for communication. Based on
this action the receiver responds (Fig. 2.2(a)) to the request signal through the
acknowledgement signal indicating whether it is ready to receive data or not.

ii)

Pull Channel: The request initiation is done by the receiver rather than sender as
shown in Fig. 2.2(b) that is why it is called as push channel. The receiver request for
data is responded through an assertion of data signal and acknowledgement signal.

iii)

Non-put Channel: No data transfer takes place in such channels (Fig. 2.2(c)). Sole
purpose of such channels is synchronization. Sender sends the request and the
receiver acknowledges the request.

iv)

Bi-put Channel: This channel allows bidirectional communications of data once
communication is established through the exchange of control signals. Figure 2.2(d)
illustrates this kind of communication where request is initiated by one of the module.
Once acknowledgement is asserted then either module may send or receive the data at
different port.
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Figure 2.2: Asynchronous channels for communication in GALS
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2.5 3-D IC:
3-D IC has vertically stacked logic layers as described in Chapter 1, this structure has multiple
benefits i.e., more logic design space and better communication [48]. Vertical structure of 3-D IC
is joined by using through silicon vias (TSV). These TSVs provides an easy way to communicate
with different level die. Fig. 1.5 is a conceptual illustration of TSVs between two different tiers.
Here, it shows (Fig. 2.3) associated π electrical model [49] of TSV.
C TSV/2
RTSV
L TSV
C TSV/2

Figure 2.3: Electrical model of TSV
However, TSVs are vulnerable to fracture that’s make them susceptible to breakdown [50].
Such defects may leave many dices cut off from other dices. TSV can fail; a backup mechanism
is needed to maintain the effective inter-die communication. Otherwise many dies in a 3-D IC
will be cut off from other dies due to non availability of secondary option. Therefore, it has
become essential to introduce some sort of mechanism which can allocate a recovery path [48] in
case a TSV breaks up. Mostly, introduction of redundant TSVs along normal path is done to
provide alternate path. Although redundant path allocation works for TSV vulnerability but each
allocation of redundant scheme has limited number of faults that it can tolerate [51].
Beside the TSV there are some other problems that are also addressed in 3-D ICs. TSV is the
main technology used in 3-D ICs for tiers connectivity. However, TSV [52] introduces the
thermal differences/mismatch across the different TSVs. The effect of thermal mismatch, affects
the performance of other components in circuits i.e., transistors, diodes. This thermal mismatch
is introduced from thermal co-efficient difference of copper and silicon bilk surrounding the
metals. This further slows down carrier mobility in TSVs.
3D ICs have thermal issues [53] due to the new physical design. Sometimes, such thermal
problems have severe effects on performance parameters. So thermal vias are introduced to
lower the thermal resistance of chip. Main point is to use thermal vias at the place where they
can have significant impact. This work [53] proposes an analysis for thermal via placement to
control effective conductivities.
Manufacturing process variations [54] have effects on the circuit performance. Analytical
models and empirical evaluations have been used to show the effects on clock frequency and
thermal management. Instead of the fabrication of all the dies during fabrication process. First,
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each die must be fabricated separate and then tested. After the test, decision should be made that
which die order should be followed to minimize the process variations effects.
Problems [55] in 3D ICs like system level design and physical design need to be focused. 3-D
IC needs more customized standard cell place and route algorithms. Although, total wire length
is mostly local but it needs some sort of optimization. Similarly, at architectural design
placement should be linked to the thermal analysis to realize the thermal effects besides
performance and power parameters.
Among various challenges to the 3D ICs the main and critical challenge is effective testing of
chip [56]. Successful testing is required at each tier after fabrication but before stacking.
Similarly, after stacking test is also inevitable to minimize the manufacturing defects. Passive
silicon interposer that may be a reducing factor of performance should be tested more critically.
Global or single clock distribution in 3-D is more challenging, usually H-tree is used to
distribute clock for each domain and applied statistical model [57] to minimize skew effects. 3D
ICs with multiple clock domains have clock skew problem. This issue mainly arises from the
inter and intra die process variations and different clock domains assignment. A statistical based
skew model [57] is presented to minimize these effects. As far as multiple clock domain is
concerned, a straightway method is to assign each tier its own clock.
In order to synchronize the data with different clock domain, timing constraints, such as setup
and hold time of registers, are required to be met. Specific time duration during which data
transition cannot be reliably sampled is usually stated as failure zone in the literature [13]. If the
forbidden zone duration is TFZ and the period of the clock is TCLK then the error probability for a
particular clock can be found by using (2.1).

Pe  TFZ / TCLK

(2.1)

3D ICs with incorporation of multiple clock domains can have problems in the power delivery
network (PDN) and its effects on the temperature and the power supply noise variation. In [58],
four tiers were considered with each tier having two different frequencies. Frequencies
combinations i.e., low, medium and high were used and their effects on power and temperature
analyzed.

2.6 GALS Applications:
GALS templates can have a number of exciting applications. Clock generator [59] for the
MPSoCs in deep sub micron technologies, data-link [60] design using GALS can be used in
networking and various standards of video encoding [61] in different platforms can be improved
using GALS templates. One of application is to provide automation to the interfacing mechanism
of configurable platform for MPSoC based application specific instruction set processors (ASIP)
[62].
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CHAPTER 3
QDI BASED GALS TEMPLATES
This chapter presents proposed GALS design templates and their hardware architecture.
Sequence of operations and working mechanisms have also been described in detail. Very little
modification(s) is (are) required to adapt these templates to utilize the various QDI protocols and
asynchronous interfaces.

3.1 QDI Based GALS Design Template (1-of-N Data Encoded):
Fig. 3.1 shows the structure of the proposed GALS hardware template for 1-of-N data
encoded, QDI asynchronous interfaces using return to zero(RTZ) signaling scheme. This design
can be broadly divided into three main sections:
 Sender End
 Receiver End
 Asynchronous Switching Interface

CLK1
Reset1

Interfacing
Mechanism

Switching Interface
RS(0)
RR(0)
SSM
RS(N-1)
OR1
ACK2

CLK2
SRM
RR(N-1)
OR2
Reset2

Reset1

Req_Rcv
ME_R

ME_S
CLK1
Sender End

Not required for single
track(ST)handshaking

CLK2

Req.
Gen.

Ready

CLK2

Receiver End

Figure 3.1: Proposed GALS template for 1-of-N data encoded QDI asynchronous
interfaces, using RTZ signaling schemes
Sender End: The sending end hardware consists of a synchronous sending module SSM,
which generates/receives N different 1-of-N encoded signals, labeled RS(0)/RR(0) to RS(N1)/RR(N-1). This SSM module is based on D-flip flops that operates on the clock signal Clk1
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frequency and can be reset to initial value by using reset signal (Reset1). The sending end further
comprises of mutually exclusive element, labeled ME_S, coupled with a ring oscillator through
the OR1/OR2 gate.
ME_S is composed of two cross coupled NAND gates based upon two concurrent inputs and
a filter which eliminates glitches at output, if one input is asserted to logic 1 first then
corresponding output also gets asserted to logic first, and vice versa is also true. Ring oscillator is
used to generate local clock for the sender end using series of inverters, frequency of clock signal
can be designed based on Eq. (3.1), where n is the number of inverters and td is delay of single
inverter. For any frequency, n must be an odd integer and greater than one.
Freq=

(3.1)

Pulse generator ring, that is generating pulse signal Reset1, is based upon a NOR gate and
with few inverters at one input. Width of pulse can be controlled by adjusting the number of
inverters at NOR gate input.
Receiver End: This end consists of a synchronous receiving module (SRM) which is same to
the SSM except that it operates on clock signal CLK2 frequency and can be reset with Reset2
signal. ME_R is a mutual exclusion element with same function and structure as that of ME_R.
Here Reset2 pulse is generated through pulse generating ring which takes incoming encoded data
as an input. Req_Gen block is a simple TSPC based D flip flop, based upon clock and ready
signal as input with an asynchronous reset.
Asynchronous Switching Interface: It consists of any asynchronous interface to pass the
incoming signals from sender end to receiver end. It can be enabled or disabled through ACK2
signal. The switching interface has two modes, idle and active. During idle mode, it does not
pass the incoming signals. During active mode, the incoming signals become available, to be
latched by the SRM.
Here, CLK1 and CLK2 signals are clock signals for the sender and receiver sides, respectively.
Whereas, interfacing mechanism is completely independent of these two signals. The
asynchronous interface keeps its delay insensitive nature as the artificial delays for generating
the Reset1 and Reset 2 signals does not affect the asynchronous operation of the interface block.
3.1.1 Sequence of Operations:
This sub-section explains the initial conditions and sequence of operations of the proposed
template shown in Fig. 3.1. The template for RTZ and single track handshaking schemes are
identical, except for the pulser circuit to generate the Reset1 pulse, which is not required for
single track handshaking. The sequence of operations leading to one transaction is as follows:
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 Initially, it is assumed that all the output signals of SSM (RS(0) to RS(N-1)) and input
signals (barring the CLK2 signal) to SRM (RR(0) to RR(N-1)) are at logic 0. This is
consistent with the RTZ signaling scheme.
 According to 1-of-N encoding, only one of the N, SSM signals is asserted to logic 1 at a
time.
 OR1 senses this signal and requests ME_S to stop the generating CLK1 signal. CLK1
restarts only when the Reset1 pulse resets the SSM, and hence the de-assertion of OR1
signal releases the CLK1 signal.
 At the receiver end, the Ready signal is latched at Req_Rcv, which then stops the clock
signal CLK2 and generates the ACK2 signal.
 The ACK2 signal enables the switching interface and as soon as any one of the RS(0) to
RS(N-1) signal gets asserted, the corresponding RR(0) to RR(N-1) signal also gets
asserted.
 Upon the reception of RR(x) signal, where x = 0 to N-1, OR2 resets the Req. Gen.
through a pulser circuit, and Req_Rcv falls to logic 0.
 This releases CLK2 and de-assert ACK2 signal.
 The termination cycle begins at the switching interface, and at the sender end, the
termination cycle starts with the de-assertion of the ACK2 signal. For the RTZ scheme,
the pulser circuit sends an acknowledge pulse to the sender, shown as Reset1, which deactivates RS(x) signals. Concurrently, the ACK2 signal triggers the switching interface
to de-assert RR(x), completing the RTZ signaling scheme.
3.1.2 Switching Interface:
It is stated in the beginning that the modifications required to the interfaces, when using them
in some application specific context are minimal. To support this claim, this sub-section
describes the required modifications to asynchronous interfaces to utilize template of Fig. 3.1.
Modified GAsP [63] asynchronous interface is shown in Fig. 3.2.

VDD
Q3
RS(x)

D

VDD
Q4
RR(x)

Q2

AND

INV2

ACK2

DELAY

Q1

Q5

INV1

Figure 3.2: Modified GAsP implementation
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One copy of this block links RS(x) to corresponding RR(x) and acts as a switch in the central
block of Fig. 3.1. The modifications to the interface are the additional AND gate and delay
element, shown as shaded in Fig. 3.2. The sequence of operations of this interface is as follows:
 Initially, the signals RR(x), RS(x) and ACK2 are at logic 0, making the Q5 and Q1 on.
Node D is pre-charged through the Q3.
 When the sender signal RS(x) becomes high, the AND gate waits for the receiver to be
ready to receive the data. In Fig. 3.1, a logic 1 at the ACK2 signal indicates that the
receiver is ready to receive, and hence AND gate turns on the Q2 and inv1 turns off the
Q5.
 Q2 and Q1 discharge D, which in turn makes the RR(x) high through Q4.
 Both Q3 and Q4 are turned off as Q3 charges D again. RR(x) remains high, until the
ACK2 discharges RR(x) again and makes the interface ready for the next transaction.
 The delay line at the bottom of Fig. 3.2 is required to allow the SRM, in Fig. 3.1, enough
time after the resumption of CLK2 (Fig. 3.1), to latch the RR(x). Since this requires only
local delay adjustments at the receiver end, therefore, this is deterministic in nature, and
hence, sanctity of delay insensitivity is maintained.

3.2 QDI Based GALS Design Template (ST Signaling Schemes):
The template for the ST signaling scheme is identical to Fig. 3.1 with few exceptions, and this
is elaborated as follows. ST signaling scheme, by design, does not require the additional
acknowledge wire to traverse from the receiver end to the sender end [64]. Hence, this
modification is identified using an arrow in Fig. 3.1, where it states that the signal is not required
for ST Handshaking. Fig. 3.3 shows the modified single track full buffer (STFB)
implementation, which is used as the asynchronous interface mechanism in the design template
of Fig. 3.1. In the ST signaling scheme, a pulser circuit within the sender end senses the
termination of the handshaking scheme (e.g., through the ST handshake interface signal
assertion), which are again local to the sender end. This pulser generates the Reset1 signal, which
controls the mechanism of negating the request line, hence avoids the acknowledge line. For
more details on the sequence of operations of STFB interface please refer to [64].
3.2.1 Switching Interface:
For the ST handshaking interface template, we used the single-track full buffer (STFB) [64]
interfacing scheme. The sequence of operations is provided here to understand the adaptation
needed, which requires very little modifications to the interface. The operational sequence is as
follows:
 Initially, in Fig. 3.3, it is assumed that the RS(x), ACK2, STFB(x) and RR(x) are at logic
level 0. Consequently, the NOR gate output and S(x) are at logic 1 and ST is at logic 0.
Therefore, all the NMOS transistors connected with STFB(x) and RR(x) are off.
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 When any of the RS(x) is set to logic high, the pulser circuit generates a pulse, and
subsequently the corresponding STFB(x) is charged.
 Once the receiver indicates its readiness to receive the data when ACK2 becomes high,
then the corresponding NAND gate turns the respective PMOS on, as the respective S(x)
output becomes low.
 This in turn makes that particular RR(x) high, which switches the NOR output back to
low, and hence any further transitions in RS(x) are blocked. In Fig. 3.1 it can be seen that
as soon as RR(x) is asserted, the Reset 2 signal restarts CLK2, and hence ACK2 is
negated that passes through a delay to allow the SRM signal to latch the RR(x) signal.
 Subsequently, the negation of ACK2 discharges the RR(x), and thus, the interface is
reinstated to its initial state. All the above explained modifications in STFB are shaded in
Fig. 3.3.

RS(0)

ST

VDD
STFB(0)

S(0)

VDD

STFB(N-1)

S(N-1)

VDD

RS(N-1)

VDD

RR(0)

RR(N-1)
ACK2

Reset1

DELAY
Figure 3.3: Modified STFB implementation for single track (ST) handshaking

3.3 QDI based GALS Design Template (Dual Rail Data Encoded):
Using the same approach as in Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.4 shows the proposed GALS hardware template
for the Dual Rail data encoded QDI interfaces using the RTZ signaling scheme. This section
explains this template. It can also be broadly divided into three sections which are as follows:
 Sender End
 Receiver End
 Asynchronous Switching Interface
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Figure 3.4: Proposed GALS template for dual rail data encoded QDI asynchronous
interfaces, using RTZ signaling schemes
Sending End: The sending end hardware consists of two registers RS0 and RS1, operating on
the frequency CLK1 and asynchronous reset Reset1. These registers (RS0 and RS1) generate
dual rail encoded signals labeled T and F. Dual rail encoding has already been explained in
Chapter 2. Other than the registers, a mutually exclusive element (labeled as ME_S) coupled
with a ring oscillator is used. Ring oscillator is for the local clock generation based on Eq. (3.1).
CLK1 is clock signal for the sending end which can be paused through ME_S, once data is
detected on the data lines, T and F. OR1 detects the incoming data presence. Besides this, this
end consists of two pulser circuits which are connected to NMOS transistors to pass the encoded
data value.
Receiver End: This end consists of the two registers labeled RR0 and RR1, to latch the
outputs, St and Sf, from the asynchronous interface. Req_Gen generates signal Req_Rcv to stop
the receiving-end clock signal CLK2, using the mutually exclusive element coupled with ring
oscillator (ME_R), when the receiving-end synchronous module RR is ready to accept the data.
Hardware composition of both the blocks i.e., Req_Gen and ME_S is same as described earlier
in Section 3.1. Two pulser circuits are connected to the ACK2 signal. One circuit generates the
Reset1 pulse for the sender module, on the falling edge of the ACK2 signal. The other pulser
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circuit generates a pre-charge signal to bring the St and Sf back to their idle states. NOR1
produces the Reset2 pulse once St or Sf falls to logic 0. It is assumed that the dual rail logic
required for the switching interface follows the following rules: Both signals are at logic 1 for
idle state, it is illegal for both Pt and Pf to be at logic 0 concurrently, and Pt and Pf are 0 for logic
1and 1 for logic 0.
Asynchronous Switching Interface: It passes the dual rail encoded values Pt and Pf to the
corresponding values at the receiver side i.e., St and Sf. ACK2 signal act as switch control to
enable or disable the switching interface.
3.3.1 Sequence of Operation:
This sub-section explains the initial conditions and sequence of operations of the proposed
GALS template shown in Fig. 3.4. The sequence of operations leading to the one data transaction
is as follows:
 Initially, it is assumed that the both T and F signals are at logic 0, whereas the Pt, Pf, St
and Sf all signals are at logic 1.
 Due to the Dual Rail encoding, either one of the T or F is asserted to logic 1 at a time.
 OR1 senses this signal and requests the ME_S to stop generating the CLK1 signal. CLK1
restarts only when Reset1 pulse resets the RS0/RS1, and hence, causes the de-assertion of
OR1. Simultaneously, the sender end discharges Pt or Pf to logic 0 through the pulser
circuit connected to it.
 At the receiver end, when Ready signal is latched, Req_Rcv is asserted, which then stops
the CLK2 signal.
 The ACK2 signal enables the switching interface, and as soon as any one of the Pt or Pf
is discharged, the corresponding St or Sf is discharged to logic 0 as well.
 The OR2 resets Request_Gen through a pulser circuit signal Reset2, hence Req_Rcv falls
to logic 0, and the termination cycle begins.
 This releases the CLK2 signal, and hence the St or Sf signals are stored.
 The release of CLK2 signal de-asserts the ACK2 signal. The falling edge of the ACK2
generates two signals via the pulser circuits. First, Reset1 which acts as an
acknowledgement signal to the sender and restarts the CLK1. Second is pre-charge signal
that brings the St and Sf back to their idle states.
3.3.2 Switching Interface:
Fig. 3.5 shows the modified switching interface that is used in the proposed QDI based GALS
template shown in Fig. 3.4. This interface is called the reduced stack dual lock (RSDL) circuit
[65]. In its normal operation, initially, the Pt, Pf, St and Sf are all at logic 1.
When either the Pt or Pf is asserted to logic 0, the corresponding St or Sf is also asserted to logic
0, which in turn recharges the respective Pt or Pf.
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Figure 3.5: Modified RSDL interface for dual rail encoding
In the modified design, the interface is activated by ACK2. The template in Fig. 3.4
makes sure ACK2 gets asserted only once per transaction. As claimed in the introduction,
the modifications to Fig. 3.5 in order to utilize Fig. 3.4, QDI based GALS templates are
very minimal. The only additions are ACK2 to the AND gate and the inverter to Q6, as
highlighted in Fig. 3.5. Operation of modified RSDL circuit is as;
 Initially, all signals are at logic level zero (RTZ signaling scheme).
 As the ACK2 signal gets asserted, S will raise to logic 1. Consequently the Q1 and
Q6 will be on.
 Then the Pt raises to logic one, it will turn off the transistor Q2. ST will be charged
through the pre-charged pulser circuit. Pt value is passed to St.
 As Pf is logic 0 value, it will turn on the transistor Q3, Q1 is already on so, Sf will
fall to level zero. Hence, Pf value is passed on to Sf.
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CHAPTER 4
QDI BASED GALS TEMPLATES SIMULATION & RESULTS
This chapter provides the functional simulations of both QDI based GALS templates, based upon
the operational sequence and protocols described already in Chapter 3. Cadence is used as CAD
tool to perform the electrical simulations and to extract the performance measurements. IHP
microelectronics libraries with 90nm process technology were utilized to verify the functionality
of proposed designs.

4.1 QDI based GALS Template (1-ofN) Simulations:
4.1.1 Communicating Modules at same frequency:
This section describes the proof of concept simulations that are performed to explore the
characteristics and performance of the proposed design templates. Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 shows the
simulated waveforms for the 1-of-N data encoded QDI based GALS template, with the RTZ and
ST signaling schemes, respectively. The RTZ scheme used modified GAsP, whereas ST scheme
used modified STFB.
After verifying the functional correctness of each design, these simulations have been
analyzed for different metrics. Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 provide the simulation results to measure latency,
in the case of 1st design template (Fig. 3.1) being used with modified GAsP (Fig. 3.2) and
modified STFB (Fig. 3.3), respectively. The signals involved in measuring the latency and their
causal relationship is illustrated with the arrows.

Figure 4.1: Simulation results for 1-of-N data encoded QDI based GALS template with
RTZ scheme, using modified GAsP interface
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For Fig. 4.1& 4.2, the latency is defined as time taken from signal RS which is the data
bit sent to the corresponding RR register that receives the data bit. It is observed that for this
set of simulations, GALS system worked without pausing the clock for frequency up to 1.2
GHz. Total latency introduced by the 1st template with the modified GAsP interface is
approximately 750 psec, and 710 psec with the modified STFB interface.

Figure 4.2: Simulation results for 1-of-N data encoded QDI based GALS template with
ST scheme, using modified STFB interface
4.1.2 Communicating Modules Working at Different Frequencies:
Fig. 4.3 to 4.8 show the simulation results when the communicating modules are operating at
different frequencies, i.e., the sender frequency (CLK1) and receiver frequency (CLK2) are
different. Fig. 4.3 shows the results of the QDI based GALS template of Fig. 3.1, with the
modified GAsP (Fig. 3.2) and STFB (Fig. 3.3) asynchronous interfaces having sender frequency
of 3.18GHz and receiver frequency of 3.08GHz.
Although both frequencies are almost same but the main aim is to show that the interface
performs functionally correct operation with clock pausing. It can be seen in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4
that when sender sends the data then the CLK1 signal pauses similarly on the receiver side, RR
the received data bit pauses the CLK2 signal, clock restarted based upon reset signals which
shows the correct operation of the interface. Latency is obtained in the same way as in Fig. 4.1
and Fig. 4.2, which is the measure of time taken from the RS bit sent to the corresponding RR bit
received.
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Figure 4.3: Modified GAsP (CLK2 : 3.18GHz---CLK1 : 3.08GHz)

Figure 4.4: Modified STFB (CLK2 : 3.18GHz---CLK1 : 3.08GHz)

Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 show simulation waveforms of the fast receiver and slow sender. In this
case the receiver is operating at 1.18 GHz while the sender is at 500 MHz. No clock pausing is
observed here in either interface. This is because of the time duration of one data transaction that
requires less than clock period latency of the sender (the slower module).
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Figure 4.5: Modified GAsP (CLK2 : 1.18GHz---CLK1 : 500MHz)

Figure 4.6: Modified STFB (CLK2 : 1.18GHz---CLK1 : 500MHz)

Similarly, Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 show the case of the slow receiver and fast sender ( the sender
is operating at 3.12 GHz while the receiver is at 500 MHz).As expected the fast sender clock
(CLK1) signal pauses due to the slower data transaction. It is worth mentioning here that in all
these simulations, the worst case data transfer rate is assumed, i.e., one data is sent at every clock
cycle of the sender module.
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Figure 4.7: Modified GASP (CLK2 : 500MHz---CLK1 :3.12GHz)

Figure 4.8: Modified STFB (CLK2 : 500MHz---CLK1 : 3.12GHz)

4.2 QDI based GALS Template (Dual Rail) Simulations:
The simulated waveforms for the Dual Rail Data Encoded QDI based GALS template (Fig.
3.4) with RTZ utilizing modified RSDL (Fig. 3.5) asynchronous interface is shown in Fig. 4.9.
This design asserts signals suffixed with t for logic 1, and asserts signals suffixed with f for logic
0. The signals, RST1, RST2, pt and pf belong to the CLK1, CLK2, st and sf signals of Fig. 3.4,
respectively. Moreover, st and sf are the latched outputs of pt and pf signals, respectively. The
overall latency of 550ps is achieved keeping the overall area to the minimum size. This latency is
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better as compared to the other two schemes i.e., modified GAsP and STFB. However, the dual
rail template has a disadvantage of requiring an asynchronous interface for each bit.

Figure 4.9: Simulation results for Dual Rail data encoded QDI based GALS template
with RTZ scheme, using modified STFB interface.

4.3 Performance Parameters Measurements:
Table 4.1 – 4.3, provides the frequency, latency, power and energy values for each simulated
case. The first column of Table 4.1, 4.2& 4.3 shows the case when the number of bits in a data
transaction is 4, and the second column shows a 32 bit data transaction. The letter ‘X’ in the
power columns indicates additional power required for the encoding and decoding. The 8X in the
32 bit column of the row for power metric indicates that at least eight times the power is required
for the two 4-to-16 decoders and two 16-to-4 encoders, compared to their respective 2-to-4 and
4-to-2 counterparts. The symbol Y, in the latency for 32-bit case, is the additional delay needed
for two 1-of-16 data encoders. This delay is due to the additional Fan-out requirements (OR1 and
OR2 as in Fig. 3.1).
Similarly, the symbol Z in these tables is the additional energy consumption associated with
these interfaces. Last two columns in theses tables show the corresponding values for Fast-Fast
and Slow-Slow corner in case of different process variations. These values are for the 4-bit data
transaction case.
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Table 4.1: Measurement values of modified GAsP interface using 1-of-N encoding
S.NO Measurement

4-bit

32-bit

SS Corner

FF Corner

Clock
Frequency
1

(without
pausing)

1.19 GHz

1.19GHz

1.02GHz

1.48GHz

2

Latency

.75ns

.75ns+Y

.82ns

.64ns

3

Power

2.75mW+X

22mW+8X

2.20mW

5.68mW

4

Energy

14.17mJ
(4-bit )

14.17mJ+Z
(4-bit )

8.64mJ

17.15mJ

It is observed that the modified STFB interface consumes least power. Change in power
dissipation due to the process variation ranges from 20.81% to 82.85%, with the modified RSDL
interface has the least and the modified GAsP interface has the most variation. Further it is seen
from these results that latency wise modified STFB is better. Process variations altered the
latency up to the 12% in modified GAsP interface, 15 % for the modified STFB interface and
11% for the modified RSDL interface. It can be observed that the modified RSDL interface is
most tolerant to process variations.
Table 4.2: Measurement values of modified STFB interface using 1-of-N encoding
S.NO Measurement
Clock
Frequency
1

(without
pausing)

2

Latency

3

Power

4

Energy

4-bit

32 bit

SS Corner

FF Corner

1.14GHz

1.14GHz

995MHz

1.46GHz

.71ns

.71ns+Y

.81ns

.60ns

1.94mW

4.48mW

4.08mJ

12.36mJ

2.45mW+X 19.6mW+8x
4.83mJ
(4- bit)

4.83mJ+Z
(4-bit)
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Table 4.3: Measurement values of modified RSDL interface using dual rail encoding
S.NO Measurement

1

Clock
Frequency
(without
pausing)

2

Latency

3

Power

4

Energy

4-bit

32-bit

SS Corner

FF Corner

1.18GHz

1.18GHz

970MHz

1.47GHz

.55ns

.55ns+Y

.59ns

.46ns

1.96mW

3.15mW

8.81mJ

15.21mJ

2.55mW+X 20.4mW+8x
12.15mJ
(4-bit)

12.15mJ+Z
(4-bit)

Table 4.4 shows an overview of the interfaces described in the Chapter 3. Performance wise,
the RSDL outperforms other two interfaces. It shows the improvement of 26.66% and 22.5% as
compared to the GASP and STFB respectively. But the STFB is better in the power and energy
consumption.
Table 4.4: Comparison of modified GAsP, STFB &RSDL interfaces (for 4 bits of data)
Frequency
Latency
Power
Energy
Interface
(GHz)
(ns)
(mW)
(mJ)
Modified
1.19
.75
2.75
14.17
GASP
Modified
1.14
.71
2.45
4.83
STFB
Modified
1.18
.55
2.55
12.15
RSDL

4.4 State of the Art GALS Systems:
Table 4.5 shows important performance parameters of contemporary state-of-the-art GALS
systems, utilizing FIFO on bundled data protocol based and pausible clocking on delay
insensitive based protocol. It can be seen that the latency insensitive based design allows the data
transfer at every clock cycle but at the expense of low clock frequency to accommodate the
overhead of FIFO signals. The second row in Table 4.5 indicates that the GALS wrapper in [67]
allows 2.87 GHz frequency, which is close to what we made our design to work at. However,
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this design is customized to cater the need of the particular interface and the information related
to the pausing is not provided. The latency of about 900 ps will require this system to pause more
often. The last two rows in Table 4.5 show two GALS systems implementation on the FPGA,
certainly they are slower in terms of timing constraints because of the FPGA implementation.
This shows that GALS system is a viable option for the inter-module communication in MCD
system-on-chip (SoC).
Table 4.5: Performance Parameters of State-of-the- art GALS Systems
GALS
SYSTEM/Interface Approach

Protocol

Operational
frequency

Power
consumption

Wrapper for
Latency insensitive
system [66]

Bundled
data 2phase

333MHz

--

GALS QDI wrapper
for NoC [67]

Asynchronous
interface for
Transreceiver on
FPGA [68]

GALS
implementation
over FPGA [69]

FIFO

Pausible
clock

FIFO

FIFO

Delay
2.87GHzsender- 828uWsenderinsensitive
2.59GHz
819uW
receiver
receiver
4-phase
bundled
data for
577MHz
-128 point
FFT
processor
2-phase
Bundled
data
protocol.

Less than
700MHz
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--

Timing
Technology
constraints

Latency
insensitive

130nm

907ps947ps

180nm

200Mbps

ALTERA
Stratix III

550MDI/s

Spartan-3
Vertix 4

CHAPTER 5
CLOCK DOMAIN CROSSING (CDC) IN 3-D ICs
This chapter investigates various challenges associated with the incorporation of two classes of
widely used clock domain crossing techniques in 3-D ICs. Two CDC techniques includes; an
QDI based GALS technique, and loosely synchronous interfacing technique (such techniques are
described in literature [70] [71]). For simulation purposes, without losing generality, quasi delay
insensitive (QDI) protocol based pausible clocking is used as representative technique for the
first category (asynchronous interfacing) of CDC technique. While for the second category
loosely synchronous interface is used. In this Chapter, first CDC technique is called as QDIbased GALS interface. In the same way, self-test self-synchronization (STSS) circuit [71] is used
as a representative technique for the second class of CDC technique (loosely synchronous) which
called as STSS based interface throughout rest of the chapter.

5.1 3-D IC Clock Domain Crossing in Multiple Tiers:
This section provides the implementation details of two types of CDC techniques, i.e., QDIbased GALS interface and STSS interface, from the perspective of 3-D ICs. Representative
designs, from each class of CDC technique, are analyzed along with their sequence of
operations.

5.2 QDI Based GALS CDC Technique:
3-D IC implementation details of CDC technique which uses QDI-based GALS interface in
conjunction with the plausible clocking are explained. Fig. 5.1 shows one such possible
implementation. There could be other architectures to implement with some minor modifications
to Fig. 5.1, and some of the implementation architectures will be discussed later. This CDC
technique is spread across two logic-tiers communicating with each other as shown in Fig. 5.1.
At Tier 1, the SSM (Synchronous Sending module) sends the encoded data signals (RS (0) to RS
(N-1)) through an asynchronous DI interface. At Tier 2, this encoded data is received by the
SRM (Synchronous Receiving Module).
Here, the QDI based GALS interface uses 1-of-4 data encoding. However, Dual Rail
encoding can also be utilized as described in the Chapter 2. One-of-4 encoding can be
implemented using various other asynchronous interfaces [63] [64] [65]. In this particular work,
we used modified version of GAsP and further details are given in [63]. The asynchronous
switching interface at Tier 1 takes data from SSM and passes it on to the Tier 2. ACK2 signal
enables or disables the switching interface to pass on the data. Data (RR (0) to RR (N-1)) at Tier
2 is received by SRM (Synchronous Receiving Module). Other components at Tier1 and Tier 2
include ME_S and ME_R on each tier. They are called as mutually exclusive elements, which in
turn control their respective Clk1 and Clk2 signals. At Tier 2, Req_Gen block is used to pass the
ready signal from the receiver side.
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of the QDI based GALS interface CDC technique in 3-D ICs

5.2.1 Sequence of Signals
From 3-D perspective the QDI-based GALS interface is implemented as follows: Tier 1 contains
the SSM and interfacing mechanism along with the ME_S and ring oscillator, whereas Tier 2
contains the SRM along with ME_R, Req_Gen block and ring oscillator. Such a placement for 3D implementation is beneficial for pull channel based implementation because the data request is
initiated from the receiver or Tier 2 side. It requires TSV for encoded data signals (using returnto-zero (RTZ) signaling protocol) and ACK2 signals only. Rst1 is generated at Tier 1, as can be
seen in Fig. 5.1. Signal transition graph (STG) and the waveforms are given in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3
respectively, provides an illustration for the QDI based GALS interface. Sequence of the events
is described below:
Idle State Requirement:
Initially, due to the implementation of RTZ signaling protocol, all signals at Tier 1 are
considered at logic zero.
Data transfer:
 According to 1-of-N encoding, one RS(x) signal is asserted (1-of-N encoding), here x
represents any number from 0 to (N-1), RS (x) assertion stops the Clk1 signal through the
ME_S element.
 At Tier 2, assertion of Req_Rcv signal stops Clk2 via the ready signal. As a result, ME_R
sends the ACK2 signal to Tier1, which is an indication that the receiver is ready to
receive data. Prior to the assertion of ACK2, sender could not send data.
 Switching interface is enabled through the assertion of ACK2 and data goes through the
switch, passing through the TSV to SRM in the form of (RR(x)) signals.
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Data Completion:
 RR(x) signal reception (data completion) on SRM leads to the generation of Rst2 pulse to
bring the Req_Rcv signal down and release the Clk2.
 Rst1 pulse, which allows CLK1 to restart, is generated as soon as completion of the data
is acknowledged via the ACK2 signal.

Clk1
RS(x)
Req_Rcv
Clk2
ACK2
RR(x)
Rst2

Rst1
Figure 5.2: Operation of QDI based GALS interface CDC technique using DI protocol
5.2.2 Explanation of State Transition Graphs (STG):
Two state transition graphs are provided in Fig. 5.3 to illustrate how each individual tier
works. The signal transitions related to Tier 1 of Fig. 5.1 are shown in Fig. 5.3(a). These
transitions are described as follows:
Tier 1 STG:
Idle state S10, is the state where all the control signals at Tier 1 are at logic zero level just like
RTZ (return to zero) , and Clk1 runs freely (SSM works normally).
Next, S10 to S11 transition shows the start of data transfer. In the assertion of RS(x) i.e., the data is
asserted to pass through the asynchronous switching interface. The Tier 1 transits from S10 to S11
state.
S11 to S12 transition indicates that Clk1 has paused and the sender tier has stopped. This occurs as
a result of assertion of RS(x), which results in pausing Clk1 through ME_S, hence stopping the
sender end.
S12 to S13 transition causes triggering of the asynchronous interface to transfer data, courtesy to
the assertion of ACK2 signal.
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With S13 to S14 transition the completion of data transaction begins. Due to the ACK2 signal, the
RR(x) signal gets asserted and Rst1 pulse (shown as small pulse in Fig. 5.3(a)) is generated.
During S14 to S10 transition Tier 1 returns back to its idle state S10, with resetting the RS(x) data
signals and releasing the Clk1 signal (hence the clock pulses are shown in Fig. 5.3(a).
Tier 2 STG:
Sequence of the operations at Tier 2 of Fig. 5.1 is shown in Fig. 5.3(b) with the help of signal
transition graph. Description of these transitions is as follows:
S20 is an idle state, where all signals are zero until the request for data is received. Clk2 runs
freely hence, SRM works normally at Clk2 signal frequency. State S20 to S21 transition at Tier 2
indicates that the request for the data (Req_Rcv) has been received which is an indication of
SRM in receiving mode.
State transition from S21 to S22 occurs when ACK2 signal get asserted as a consequence of the
assertion of Req_Rcv, and it (Req_Rcv) also pauses the Clk2 signal through ME_R block at Tier
2 (shown in Fig. 5.1).
Assertion of RR(x) signal causes S22 to S23 transition that is the corresponding receiver side
signal of the sender data (RS (x) via asynchronous switching interface. S23 to S24 state transition
indicates that receiver has received data (RR(x)), and the Rst2 pulse is generated through this
received data. S24 to S25 transition shows the beginning of the completion of the data transaction,
as Rst2 pulse results in the negation of Req_Rcv signal by resetting the Req_gen block shown in
Fig. 5.1.
S25 to S20 transition indicates the completion of data transaction as after the negation of Req_Rcv,
ACK2 signal is negated and Clk2 signal is released. SRM (shown in Tier 2 of Fig. 5.1) resumes
the normal operation.

S14

RS(x) Clk1(

RR(x) +
Rst1(

S10
)

RS(x) +

)

S13

S11

Clk1 ACK2 +

S12

Figure 5.3(a): Tier 1 signals transition sequence
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Req_Rcv +

RR(x) +

S21

Clk2 ACK2 +
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Figure 5.3(b): Tier 2 signals transition sequence
Figure 5.3: Operation of QDI based GALS interface CDC technique
on state transition diagram

5.3 STSS Interface based CDC in 3-D ICs:
This section provides details on implementation of another class of CDC technique, i.e., STSS
interface based CDC (a representative design for loosely synchronous technique), to do the
interlayer communication in 3-D IC. Fig. 5.4 shows the CDC implementation of STSS interface.
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CONTROL
Cs=CLK1 or CLK2 LOGIC
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Reg. 1

Q

DATA

D

REQ ACK

ACK& REQ

Cs

Q

DATA

D

FIFO

DELAY
TEST
MATCH

D-FLIP FLOP

DATA

D-FLIP FLOP

TIER 1

Reg. 2
Reg. 3
Reg. 4

Figure 5.4: Architecture of STSS interface for CDC (Clock Domain Crossing) in 3-D IC
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Number of signals, to and from the sender or the receiver is always equal for this case. In terms
of TSV utilization (explained in Section 5.2), the STSS interface implementation can be
implemented either at the sender or the receiver end, both cases require equal number of TSVs.
In this particular work, it is implemented on the sender end. Closer inspection of Fig. 5.4, shows
that only ACK, REQ, CLK and DATA signals require TSVs.
5.3.1 Sequence of Signals:
The sequence of signals for STSS interface based CDC is explained based on a pull channel
implementation, i.e. request (REQ) is initiated from the receiver, which is on Tier 2 as shown in
Fig. 5.4. Acknowledgement (ACK) signal is asserted at the sender end in response to the receiver
request (REQ) signal. Assertion of ACK signals starts data transfer. On Tier 2 data is received
and ACK is negated, which indicates that the data has been received. REQ and ACK signals are
negated to complete the data transaction using 4-phase RTZ (return to zero) protocol. This
sequence of operations is illustrated in Fig. 5.5 through the waveforms; the arrows represent
causality among the signals.

CLK
TIER2

REQ

TIER1

ACK
DATA

Valid Data

Figure 5.5: Operation of STSS interface CDC technique
5.3.2 Explanation of State Transition Graph (STG):
Protocol of STSS interface (Fig. 5.4) is described using state transition graph for the whole
system. As shown in Fig. 5.6, assertion of REQ signal indicates that the receiver at Tier 2 is
ready to receive data, state transition occurs between S0 to S1. The transition from state S1 to S2
shows that sender has asserted the data on data lines in response to the request (REQ) signal.

S3

DATA REQ ACK -

ACK+

S0

REQ+

S1
DATA

S2

Figure 5.6: STG of CDC using STSS interface
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After the assertion of data, the ACK signal also gets asserted from the sender (Tier 1) side, as an
indication of valid data and the sender transits from state S2 to S3. The system is brought back to
idle state S0, with the negation of ACK, REQ and DATA signals at the completion of data
transfer.

5.4 TSV Redundancy:
TSVs are vulnerable to fracture, which in turn lead to the lower yield. To improve the yield of
3-D ICs, researchers have proposed various TSV redundancy techniques [72][73][74]. The
overall improvement in the yield for 3-D ICs is directly related to the ratio of the signal carrying
TSVs to the available redundant TSVs. So, 1st order TSV estimation is required, to utilize TSVs
smartly. A mathematical relationship is provided to obtain effective redundancy and hardware
design overhead. It is found that when signals are more uniformly spread across the TSV cells,
then the effective redundancy improves. In this section, an overview of different TSV
redundancy techniques is provided along with their allocation methodology, in case of TSV
failures. Furthermore, Section 5.4.1 analyzes, for practical realization, four data bits transfer in 3D ICs across different tiers is considered. In Section 5.4.2, required number of TSVs is
illustrated for each redundant TSV allocation methodology, under different data encoding
schemes for QDI based GALS interface and STSS interface.
5.4.1 Types of TSV Redundancy Architecture:
Due to TSV susceptibility to fracture, different redundant TSV architectures have been
proposed in the literature [72][73][74]. These techniques have different levels of failure tolerance
at the expense of design complexity. This sub-section provides an overview of three widely used
TSV redundancy techniques.
Before providing the details of these techniques, Fig. 5.7 illustrates different symbols that
have been used in figures (Fig. 5.8 – 5.11) related to TSV redundancy.
Signal TSV
1-3 Switch

Redundant TSV
1-2 Switch

Signal Pad
Routers

Figure 5.7: Various symbols used in Fig. 5.8 to 5.11
One:4 TSV Redundancy [72]:
This redundancy technique adds one extra TSV for group of four TSVs as shown in Fig. 5.8.
One: 4 TSV redundancy technique can tolerate up to one TSV failure within a group of four
signal carrier TSVs (as shown in Fig. 5.8). In this configuration, if a TSV fails then signal
corresponding to that failed TSV signal is shifted to the next neighboring TSV and this
arrangement is propagated until it reaches the last (spare) TSV.
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Figure 5.8: One:4 TSV redundancy [72] across two tiers for 4-bit data transfer
As a standard cell library based designs, it is desirable that TSV redundancy architecture
shown in Fig. 5.8 is used as one cell in the library. The following analysis explains how many of
such 1:4 TSV redundancy cells (shown in Fig. 5.8) are required to transfer X number of signals
across the tiers. For example, in total X signals need to be sent from Tier 1 to Tier 2 using such
cells, then total cells required for the X signals using 1:4 TSV redundancy architecture can be
written in the form of Eq. (5.1).
X 
1:4 TSV Cells Required =  
4

(5.1)

Each cell of 1:4 TSV redundancy has minimum one spare TSV for fault tolerance, however
when all four available signal TSVs are not in use, they can also be considered as redundant
TSVs. In such a case, fault tolerance is more than one. Suppose within each 1:4 TSV redundancy
cell, Y number of signal TSVs for signals transportation across tiers are being used. We know
that maximum four signals can be transferred using one block and each block contains one
redundant TSV. Fault tolerance of individual 1:4 TSV redundancy cell can also be generalized in
form of Eq. (5.2).
Fault Tolerance = [4-Y] +1

(5.2)

Consider a case, when three signal TSVs (Y=3) of a 1:4 TSV redundancy cell are being used.
If we put Y=3 in Eq. (5.2) then fault tolerance of that particular 1:4 TSV redundancy cell comes
out two.
Fault tolerance is about redundant TSV per cell. In same way, average number of TSVs for a
particular number of signals say X can determined. Suppose for the X signals minimum cells are
required can be determined using Eq. (5.3). Signals allocated to each cell can be different in
different cells, which mean that each call will have a specific fault tolerance capacity (Eq. 5.4). If
fault tolerance capacity of all cells, means redundant TSVs (Redi) are summed up and divided to
blocks required to send the X signals (Eq. 5.3), then average number of redundant TSV per cell
can be written in form of Eq. (5.3).
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Average Redundant TSV/cell=

(5.3)

It is also imperative that how the signals are distributed into different TSV cells, because the
efficient distribution of signals can improve the overall fault tolerance. As an example, consider
5 signals have to be transferred across two tiers through 1:4 TSV cells. Therefore, two 1:4 TSV
redundancy cells (Eq. 5.1) are needed. The distribution of these signals can take any of the
following two different possibilities: one cell with four signals and other cell with one signal, and
one cell with three signals and other cell with two signals.
As a comparison of different possibilities with reference to 1:4 TSV redundancy cell,
Effective RedI/Cell can be obtained for two of the above possibilities by averaging the number of
available redundant TSVs signals in each of the above possibilities for 4 signal TSVs. For the
first possibility: (1×4+ 4×1)/5 = 1.6, it means it has effective RedI/Cell of 1.6. The second
possibility: (2×3+3×2)/5 = 2.4, it has effective RedI/Cell of 2.4. It shows that the second
possibility has more effective RedI/Cell value than the first possibility, so the second possibility
has more effective redundant TSV distribution per cell. The second possibility will provide
maximum number of cells, with fault tolerance of more than one.
To generalize the calculation of each possibility of 1:4 TSV redundancy cell using the above
analysis is as: Suppose Redi is the number of redundant signal in ith cell and Sigi is number
signals in that cell. For all signals, weight for each possibility of signal distribution across
different cells can be written in form of Eq. (5.4).
Effective RedI/Cell =

(5.4)

Eq. (5.4) can be expanded further by evaluating the number of cells required (n) and redundant
signals (Redi) of each cell. Both parameters can be calculated based on Eq. (5.2 & 5.3). If we
insert parameters into Eq. (5.4), then it can be represented by Eq. (5.5) for ith cell passing Yi
signals.
Effective RedI/Cell =

(5.5)

X 
Where n=  
4
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Two:4 TSV Redundancy [73]:
Another TSV redundancy technique is based upon 2:4 allocation, where each group of four
signals has two redundant TSVs as shown in Fig. 5.9. The shaded TSVs are used under the
normal circumstances. If one of the two top (bottom) TSVs fail that it is re-routed through the
top (bottom) redundant TSV. This technique can tolerate up to two failures in the group of four
signal TSVs.
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Figure 5.9: Two:4 TSV redundancy [73] across two tiers for 4-bit data transfer
In order to analyze that how many 2:4 TSV redundancy cells (Fig. 5.9) are required to transfer
the signals. Let us suppose, there are X number of signals across tiers and each 2:4 TSV
redundancy block can carry maximum four signals. Eq. (5.1) also explains number of blocks of
Fig. 5.9, required to transfer the X signals. Block requirement of both 1:4 and 2:4 TSV
redundancy cell is based on same equation i.e., Eq. (5.1) because of fact that both redundancy
cells have same number of signal TSVs in one block. If there are 13 signals to transfer (X=13, in
Eq. 5.1) then four cells of 2:4 TSV redundancy architecture would be required.
Furthermore, fault tolerance of 2:4 TSV redundancy architecture, is little bit different than
that of 1:4 redundancy architecture. Suppose Y signals are being transferred using 2:4 TSV
redundancy cell. As one 2:4 TSV redundancy cell has two dedicated spare TSVs and it can pass
maximum of four signals. If Y signals are sent then Eq. (5.6) describes the failure tolerance of
this particular cell.
Fault Tolerance = [4-Y] +2

(5.6)

For example, there are three signals (Y=3) in a 2:4 TSV redundancy cell. So Eq. (5.6) describes
fault tolerance as three for this case.
Number of average redundant TSVs per cell can be calculated using Eq. (5.3), where signal
are allocated to each cell. Redundant TSVs for each cell can be calculated using Eq. (5.6). These
redundant TSVs are summed up and divided by the number of 2:4 TSV redundancy cells
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required to transfer all of the available signals (Eq. 5.1). For example, there are six signals,
according to Eq. (5.1) we require two 2:4 TSV redundancy cells. The cells will have tolerance of
two and four, if four and two signals are passed through them (Eq. 5.6) respectively. If we put
these values in Eq. (5.3), there will be three redundant TSVs per cell on average. Range of
redundant TSV per call can also by determined, based on fact that minimum there are two
redundant TSVs per cell and on the other side at least one TSV should be in use in a cell, it
provides five redundant TSVs. So, average number of TSVs for 2:4 TSV redundancy cell would
always be from two to five.
For the transfer of signals that require more than one cell, in general there are different
possibilities through which different number of signals can be assigned to each cell. To calculate
which combination is most optimal one, we have to define effective RedI/Cell for each
possibility. Possibility with higher effective RedI/Cell value is the best choice as it provides more
fault tolerance in maximum number of cells. Eq. (5.4) can also be applied for 2:4 TSV
redundancy cell, if we put value of Redi based upon Eq. (5.6) and n from Eq. (5.1). Then Eq.
(5.7) can be written for 2:4 TSV redundancy ith cell with Yi signals as;
Effective RedI/Cell =

(5.7)

X 
Where n =  
4

Continuing from previous example, for six signals two possibilities are as: one cell with four
signals and second cell with one signal, and each cell with three signals. If we put the number of
signal TSVs in Eq. (5.7) for each possibility. It gives effective RedI/Cell value of 2.17 and 3
respectively. It means second option is more suitable as it will provide much balance fault
tolerance distribution for this case.
Router Based TSV Redundancy [74]:
Router based redundancy approach is proposed in [74] shown in Fig. 5.10. It is called router
based redundant TSV due to the involvement of routers in redundant path allocation.

Figure 5.10: Router based redundancy: 3×3 architecture [74]
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Router based redundancy allocation technique is different from earlier two techniques as it is
based on the premise that if one TSV fails then likelihood of the failure of neighboring TSV
would also increase. So instead of routing failed TSV signal to a neighboring TSV it re-routes
signal path to a distant TSV. Redundant TSV allocation mechanism is further explained in Fig.
5.11 with the help of an example.
Router based redundant TSV allocation for the four data bits transfer is shown in Fig. 5.11. In
case the TSV A fails, then this redundancy block re-routes the data to the TSV B which is not
neighboring to the TSV A. Obviously, the added resilience is obtained at the expense of more
delay and area overhead in hardware. Addition of the extra hardware also leads towards more
power and energy consumption.
TIER 1

A
B

TIER 2

Figure 5.11: Router based redundant TSV [74] allocation across two tiers
for 4-bit data transfer
Generalization of router based TSV cell requirement can be done as: For example there are
the X signals that need to be traversed from Tier 1 to Tier 2 and we can use any m×n
implementation (like Fig. 5.10 represents 3×3 architecture). Based on above two parameters Eq.
(5.8) can be written to describe how many cells of that particular m×n are required. Consider a
case where 25 data signals needs to be transferred by using 3×3 architecture. We know that each
3×3 architecture can transfer maximum nine signals (as 3×3= 9). So for 25 signals (X=25),
according to Eq. (5.8) three 3×3 architecture cells would be needed.
 X 
Blocks Required = 
 m  n 

(5.8)

For the Y number of signal TSVs being used in a cell, to transfer the signals in a particular
m×n architecture. Fault tolerance of that m×n architecture can also be written in form of Eq.
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(5.9). Maximum m×n signals can be transferred through one cell using the router based
redundancy architecture and each cell contains m+ n redundant TSVs. Now, consider an example
with eight data signals being transferred using a 3×3 router based architecture block. By
plugging in these values into Eq. (5.9), fault tolerance comes out as seven.
Fault Tolerance = [(m×n) -Y] + (m + n)

(5.9)

The average number of redundant TSVs per cell for the case of router base redundancy can be
calculated using Eq. (5.3). In Eq. (5.3) redundant TSVs for each m×n cell, the number of m×n
cells required for X signals should be calculated using Eq. (5.8) and (5.9). Now, consider transfer
of 13 signals; two 3×3 cells (Eq. 5.8) would be sufficient. In all, there are three choices: nine
signals from one cell and four signals from other cell, seven signals from one cell and six signals
from other cell, and eight signals from one cell and five signals from second cell. If fault
tolerance of each cell is calculated using Eq. (5.9) it comes as: six and eleven, eight and nine, and
seven and ten respectively. Putting in these values in Eq. (5.3), 8.5 is average number of TSVs
per cell. Range of average number of TSVs per cell for a particular m×n cell is from m +n to (1((m×n)- m+ n)), according to the minimum number of available TSVs and the least number of
TSVs in use, in each cell.
Taking Yi signals transfer through ith cell as an example; we can calculate effective RedI/Cell
value for each possible combination by expanding Eq. (5.4) based upon router based cell
parameters, to evaluate which choice is more considerable. Eq (5.10) can be expressed as;
Effective RedI/Cell =

(5.10)

 X 
Where n = 
 m  n 

Taking same example of 13 signals transfer as mentioned above, weight of each choice comes as
7.54, 8.46 and 8.15 respectively. Values indicate that the second choice has more balanced fault
tolerance or redundant TSV distribution across the two blocks.
5.4.2 TSV Requirement in CDC Techniques:
3-D IC requires TSVs for CDC from one tier to the other tier. Requirement of TSVs to
transfer the four data bits from Tier 1 to Tier 2 of Fig. 5.1 are detailed in this subsection. QDI
based GALS interface, may utilize any type of DI code. Among many possible codes choices, we
analyzed three most widely and effectively used DI data codes, which are 1-of-N, dual-rail, and
3-of-6 (m-of-n) encoding. STSS interface does not require any data encoding, because it is not
utilizing any DI code as requirement of communication protocol.
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5.4.2.1 TSV Requirement without Redundancy:
Overall, 16 data signals are required to transfer the four bit data using 1-of-N encoding (as
this is a one-hot or cold encoding) and one control signal, which is ACK2 signal as shown in the
Fig. 5.1. So, in total 1-of-N encoding requires 17 TSVs without using any redundancy
architecture, as shown in row 1 of Table 5.1. In similar way, 3-of-6 encoding has 3 asserted
signals at a time, out of 6 signals. The transport of four data bits using 3-of-6 encoding requires
six data signals and one control signal (ACK2), i.e., in all it requires seven signals transfer using
TSVs from one tier to another tier (row 1 column 2 in Table 5.1). For dual rail encoding, each
data bit is encoded into two bits. Therefore, overall eight signals for data and one control signal
are required to transfer four bits of data using dual rail encoding (row 1 column 3 in Table 5.1).
QDI based GALS interface has local clocks on each tier (Fig. 5.1), therefore no clock signal
transfer is required across tiers.
As shown in Fig. 5.4, STSS interface requires four data signals for four data bits and three
control signals, which include REQ, ACK and CLK signals. In case of no redundancy seven
TSVs suffice the need of data transactions across tiers of Fig. 5.4. In general, for no redundancy
number of signals will always equal to number of TSVs but there would be no failure tolerance.
5.4.2.2 TSV Requirements with State-of-the-Art Redundancy Techniques:
An analytical comparison based on number of TSVs for mentioned three codes is provided in
Table 5.1 against each TSV allocation technique.
One:4 TSV Redundancy [72]:
QDI based GALS interface, for 1-of-N encoding case, according to Eq. (5.1), five cells of Fig.
5.8 would be required for the 17 signals. There are three different possibilities through which the
17 signals can passed across tiers using five cells of 1:4 TSV redundancy. Fault tolerance (Eq.
5.2) is also mentioned for each possibility.
i)
ii)
iii)

Four cells with four signal TSVs and one cell with one signal TSV with fault
tolerance of one and four respectively
Two cells with four signal TSVs and three cells with three signals TSVs. Fault
tolerance is one and two respectively
Three cells with four signal TSVs and each cell with one fault tolerance, one cell with
three signals and two as fault tolerance and one cell with two signal TSVs (fault
tolerance two)

Average number of redundant TSVs per cell of each possibility can be found by utilizing Eq.
(5.3). On the average, there are 1.6 redundant TSVs for each possibility. Among three options,
effective RedI/Cell value of each possibility (Eq. 5.5) is as; 1.18 for the first, 1.53 for the second
and 1.41 for the third (Table 5.2) possible combination. The second option is most optimal due to
the high effective RedI/Cell value as compared to other two options.
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Whereas, for 3-of-6 encoding, seven signals needs transfer across tiers, by using Eq. (5.1) two
units of 1:4 redundancy cells (shown in Fig. 5.8) are required, i.e., ten TSVs are needed in total.
These TSV numbers are tabulated in row 2 of Table 5.1. Out of two units, one unit will pass
three and the other unit will pass four signals. As this is the only possibility for signal allocation
using 1:4 TSV redundant cells, so average number of redundant TSVs (Eq. (5.3)) comes out 1.5
(Table 5.2). According to Eq. (5.2), fault tolerance would be one for cell passing four signals and
two for cell passing three signals. Lastly, dual rail encoding can transfer the same number of data
bits using eight encoded bits, and one control signal. By put in values of X= 9 in Eq. (5.1), three
block are required. For three blocks, three different options for the signal transfer are as:
i)
ii)
iii)

Two cells with four signals and one cell with one signal
One cell with four, second cell with three and third cell with two signals only
All three cells with three signals passing through each of them

Similarly, fault tolerance of each individual cell can be found through the Eq. (5.2). By
plugging in (Y= 1, 2, 3 &4) in Eq. (5.2) fault tolerance will be four, three, two and one
respectively, according to the number of signals being passed through each block. The average
number of redundant TSVs per cell using Eq. (5.3) for each of above possibility is same i.e., 2.
According to Eq. (5.5) the effective RedI/Cell value of each possibility for above mentioned
sequence is 1.33, 1.78 and 2 respectively.
On the other hand, two cells of 1:4 TSV redundancy are required for seven signals in STSS
interface CDC using Eq. (5.1). Where, one block will have fault tolerance of two as it is using
three signal TSVs (Eq. (5.2)), while the other block has fault tolerance of one (four signals).
Average number of redundant TSVs per cell is 1.5 using Eq. (5.3).
Table 5.1: Number of TSVs required for CDC Techniques
QDI Based GALS
STSS Interface
Interface
1-of-N
3-of-6
Dual rail
No
Encoding
Encoding Encoding Encoding
Encoding
No
17
7
9
7
Redundancy
Redundancy
25
10
15
10
1:4 [72]
Redundancy
30
12
18
12
2:4 [73]
Redundancy
30
15
15
15
Routers [74]
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Two:4 TSV Redundancy [73]:The number of cells required is same for each data encoding
as that of the 1:4 TSV redundancy because of same number of signal TSVs in each cell of the 1:4
and 2:4 TSV redundancy. Two:4 TSV redundancy cells requirement for different encodings of
the QDI based GALS interface based upon Eq. (5.1) is as: One-of-N encoding requires five
blocks i.e., 30 TSVs to transfer the four data bits. There are three different possibilities of signals
to transfer through each cell. These three possibilities are same as described for the 1-of-N
encoding in 1:4 TSV redundancy of Section 5.4.1. On the average there are 2.6 redundant TSVs
per cells (Eq. 5.3). However, fault tolerance of each block using Eq. (5.6) is as;
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Five for cell passing one signal through it
Four for cell passing two signals through it
Three for cell passing three signals through it
Two for cell passing four signals through it

Using Eq. (5.7) each possibility has weight of 2.18, 2.53 and 2.41, which means the second
possibility is most appropriate as compare to other two possibilities.
Three-of-6 encoding requires 2 blocks similar to the Fig. 5.9 (which means 12 TSVs), the
only option is, one block with all four signal TSVs used and other block with three signal TSVs
used. Later block will tolerate up to three failure (put Y=3 in Eq. 5.6). However, average
redundant TSVs per cell come out to be 2.5, by using Eq. (5.3). Dual rail encoding requires 18
TSVs (3 blocks similar to Fig. 5.9). These TSVs numbers are tabulated in row 3 of Table 5.1.
Three different options of signal allocations to each specific cell are same as described earlier for
1:4 TSV redundancy, for the same encoding. There are three redundant TSVs (Eq. 5.3) per cell.
The effective RedI/Cell value, using Eq. (5.7) for three different possibilities for 2:4 redundancy
case are as: 2.33, 2.78 and 3 respectively (Table 5.2). Again, the second possibility is more
suitable in terms of fault tolerance per cell.
Whereas, STSS based interface for CDC requires only 12 TSVs i.e., two cells (Eq. 5.1). One
cell will have fault tolerance of two, as all signal TSVs are in use. While, the second cell has
only three signal TSVs are being used, so it will have fault tolerance of three (Eq. 5.6). However,
1.5 is the average redundant TSVs per cell (Eq. 5.3).
Router Based TSV Redundancy [74]:
The TSV requirement for the each data encoding based upon router based redundant TSV
allocation approach, is tabulated in row 4 of Table 5.1.
The QDI based GALS interface using 1-of-N encoded values to transfer the four bit data
across tiers, requires two 3×3 cells (Fig. 5.10) of the router based redundant TSV architecture,
because for this 17 signals need to be transferred across tiers. If we plug X=17, m=3 and n=3 in
Eq. (5.8) then bocks requirement comes out as two. Only one possibility: nine signals will pass
through the first block while eight signals will pass through the second block, if we evaluate fault
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tolerance of both blocks using Eq. (5.9) then it comes as six and seven respectively. However, on
the average there are 6.5 redundant TSVs per cell (Eq. 5.3). Whereas one such 3×3 block (using
Eq. (5.8)) will be sufficient for the 3-to-6 encoded data, as it needs only seven signals. Fault
tolerance of this block would be eight, as in this case Y=7, m=3 and n=3 in Eq. (5.9). The cases
where one block is sufficient for signal transfer, average number of TSVs per cell, fault tolerance
and weight of possibility becomes equal. Evaluation of only one factor i.e., fault tolerance, is
required instead of evaluating three factors.
In last, dual rail encoding technique, one 3×3 block would be required to transfer the nine
signals, means 15 TSVs. These TSV numbers are indicated in the last row of Table 5.1. By using
Eq. (5.9) fault tolerance can also be calculated which is six in this case. In the same way, router
based redundancy allocation (Fig. 5.11) for STSS interface needs 15 TSVs means one 3×3 block
(Eq. (5.8)) as it needs only seven signals to transfer across tiers. On the other hand fault tolerance
using Eq. (5.9) (Y=7) is eight.
Table 5.2: TSV statistics using redundancy techniques
STSS
Interface

QDI Based GALS Interface

1-of-N
Encoding

Redundancy
Cell
used

Average
RedI/cell

Redundancy
1:4 [72]

Cell
used

Dual rail
Encoding

Effective
RedI/cell

Cell
used

Average
RedI/cell

Effective
RedI/cell

Cell
used

Average
RedI/cell

Effective
RedI/cell

1.5

(opt.1)
1.5

3

2

(opt.1)1.33
(opt.2)1.78
(opt.3) 2

2

1.5

(opt.1) 1.5

3

3

(opt.1)2.33
(opt.2)2.78
(opt.3) 3

2

1.5

(opt.1) 1.5

1

6

(opt.1) 6

1

8

1.6

5

2.6

(opt.1)2.18
(opt.2)2.53
(opt.3)2.41

2

2.5

(opt.1)
2.5

2

6.5

(opt.1) 6.5

1

8

(opt.1) 8

5

2

No
Encoding

Average
RedI/cell

(opt.1)1.18
(opt.2)1.53
(opt.3)1.41

Redundancy
2:4 [73]
Redundancy
Routers [74]

Effective
RedI/cell

3-of-6
Encoding
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(opt.1) 8

CHAPTER 6
TIMING CHARACTERIZATION OF CDC TECHNIQUES
This chapter provides the timing characterization of both CDC techniques, which are
implemented using TSVs for both pull and push channel. TSV failure leads to the operational
delay within and between the data transactions. Our analysis caters for that. Delay is introduced
because of re-routing of failed TSV path to redundant path. Sometimes, added delay can cause
malfunctioning due to violation of some timing assumptions i.e., in STSS interface case.
Explanation of TSV failure for both the QDI based GALS interface CDC and the STSS interface
CDC is based upon 1:4 redundancy [72] technique, where failed TSV path is re-routed to the
next neighbor TSV.

6.1 QDI Based GALS CDC Pull Channel:
As explained earlier, in pull channel data request is initiated from the receiver side.
Explanation provided in the Chapter 5, on operation of QDI based GALS CDC technique is also
based on pull channel. Push channel base implementation of QDI based GALS CDC technique is
not possible, because of DI protocol requirement, as already mentioned in Section 5.1.
Here, timing characterization explanation of QDI based GALS CDC technique is based on the
first option of Rst1 pulse extraction i.e., in Fig. 5.1, where Rst1 signal is extracted at Tier1. There
are two options for extraction of Rst1 signal as shown in Fig. 6.1. Extraction of Rst1 at Tier1
saves the TSV required to transfer Rst1 signal across two different tiers.
In Fig. 6.1(a) it is shown that the ACK2 signal is traversed from Tier 2 to Tier 1 and Rst1
pulse is generated at Tier 1, in Fig. 6.1, this implementation is also shown. Another possibility is
shown in Fig. 6.1 (b), where the ACK2 signal and the Rst1 pulse both are generated at Tier 2 and
traverse over the TSV from Tier 2 to Tier 1. The consequences to two different implementations
are further elaborated in next Section.

TIER1

ACK2 ACK2

Rst1

TIER1

TIER2

a) Rst1 extraction at Tier 1
ACK2
Rst1 ACK2
TIER2
ACK2 Rst1 Rst1
b) Rst1 extraction at Tier 2

Figure 6.1: Rst1 extraction options from ACK2 signal
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6.1.1 Data (RR(x)) TSV failure:
QDI based GALS interface uses 1-of-N, m-of-n or dual rail data encoding techniques. All of
these encoding techniques allow one or few (m signals in m-of-n encoding) asserted data signals
and rest of the signals are negated (a requirement of RTZ signaling). To facilitate the
explanation, it is assumed that all the signals are active high. In 3-D ICs, the RR(x) signals are
carried over the TSVs, and if one of those TSVs fails then following three cases may arise:
I) Zero (Negated Signal) carrying TSV fails and failed TSV does not affect the path of logic ‘1’
(asserted signal) carrying TSV
II) Zero (Negated Signal) carrying TSV fails and failed TSV does affect the path of logic ‘1’
(asserted signal) carrying TSV
III) One (Asserted Signal) carrying TSV fails
The first case lead to no failure or incremental delay as logic ‘1’ carrying TSV is not being
affected. The signal re-routing to the redundant path would be after logic ‘1’ carrying TSV.
Thus, signal re-routing affects those signals that are after logic ‘1’ carrying TSV. Due to the data
encoding, only delay on logic ‘1’ carrying TSV is of our interest.
The other two cases affect the signal carrying path thus it will affect the timing characteristics
of the design. However, our analysis shows that the protocol still remains valid. It can be seen in
Fig. 6.2 that due to TSV redundant paths, data received at the receiver end (RR(x)) is delayed
(shown with the dotted lines in Fig. 6.2). Consequently, Rst2 pulse is delayed, which causes
delay in the ACK2 signal negation. Negation (RTZ) of ACK2 signal indicates the successful
completion of the data transaction.
Clk 1
RS(x)
Req_Rcv
Clk2
ACK2
RR(x)
Rst 2
Rst1
DATA RR(x) TSV Failure

Figure 6.2: QDI based GALS CDC technique if data RR(x) carrying TSV fails
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6.1.2 Control Signal TSV failure:
In Fig. 5.1, it is considered that the switching interface is placed at Tier 1. So the only control
signal that is utilizing the TSV is ACK2 signal. The failure of which may lead to some delay in
signal propagation due to TSV redundancy techniques.
This leads to extra delay and added timing constraints for completing the data transaction in
the hardware as shown in Fig. 5.1. Fig. 6.3 shows the new timing constraints with dotted lines if
ACK2 signal TSV fails. It can be seen from the figure that due to the delay in ACK2 signal the
RR(x) data transaction started at a later time instant. Subsequently, the completion of the data
transaction is delayed. It is worth mentioning here that this increment in the delay does not lead
to any malfunctioning of the protocol.

Clk 1
RS(x)
Req_Rcv
Clk2
ACK2
RR(x)
Rst 2
Rst1
Control (ACK2)TSV Failure

Figure 6.3: QDI based GALS CDC technique if ACK2 signal TSV fails

6.1.3 Both DATA (RR) and control signal TSV failure:
The worst case possibility is that both of the data (RR(x)) and control signal TSVs fail
simultaneously. As in the case of isolated failures of data or control signals, the worst case TSV
failures also cause delay in operation only without introducing any malfunctioning, because of
interdependency of data and control signals in DI protocol.
Fig. 6.4 shows effects of both the data and control signal TSV failure. ACK2 signal delays
RR(x) signal, which is further delayed due to data TSV failure. Delay of both data and control
signals adds up and results in late generation of the Rst1 and Rst2 pulses.
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Clk 1
RS(x)
Req_Rcv
Clk2
ACK2
RR(x)
Rst 2
Rst1
Control (ACK2) & DATA (RR(x))TSV Failure

Figure 6.4: Effect of Control and Data (RR(x)) signal TSV failure on DI protocol
As mentioned in Fig. 6.1(b) another option to implement this interface for 3-D IC is to extract
the Rst1 pulse at Teir 2 and traverse both the ACK2 and Rst1 signal through two different TSVs.
Following timing analysis discusses timing analysis for such a case. It can be noticed that data
signal TSV failure scenario remains the unchanged; therefore only control signal failure scenario
is explained below in Fig. 6.5.
Clk 1
RS(x)
Req_Rcv
Clk2
ACK2
RR(x)
Rst 2
Rst1
ACK2 TSV Failure

Figure 6.5: QDI based GALS CDC technique malfunctioning: ACK2 signal TSV fails
Control Signal Failure Scenario for the implementation shown in Fig. 6.1 (b): When the
TSV corresponding to the ACK2 signal fails then redundant TSV allocation would require
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additional time to traverse the control signal. In such a case, QDI protocol does not allow the
data to pass on from RS(x) to RR(x) until the ACK2 signal reaches Tier 1, which enables the
switching interface. However, if only ACK2 signal carrying TSV fails then it is possible that
Rst1 signal reaches the Tier 1 before the ACK2 signal. Hence this condition can violate the
asynchronous protocol conditions, which in turn cause the data loss if not addressed at the design
time. Fig. 6.5 illustrates this phenomenon where RR(x) is not received due to additional delay in
the ACK2 signal (due to TSV failure), resulting in premature reset of the sender data and hence
causing data loss (no activity on RR(x) signal).

6.2 Timing Analysis of QDI based GALS CDC:
Although, redundant path allocation techniques are available but TSV failures affect the
overall operation of the system in various ways, such as increment in delay, and possibility of
erroneous operation. Hence, this section provides timing analysis of the scenarios discussed in
Section 6.1, so that timing bounds can be defined for the successful operation of such interfaces.
In Fig. 5.1, the QDI based GALS CDC technique, RR(x) and ACK2 (control signal) signals
are transferred through TSVs. On careful inspection it can be seen that the critical path in Fig.
5.1 is the path from request generation at Tier 2 to the final reception of RR(x) via generation of
the ACK2 signal (assuming no clock pausing at receiver) and passing through the asynchronous
switch (shown as interfacing mechanism in Fig. 5.1). This path is the longest from request
generation to data reception. It is assumed that RS(x) (Fig.5.1) is available at data lines (i.e., data
is ready to be sent). Any delay on this path can delay interface operation and hence will require
clock to pause. If TTRANSACTION indicates the complete latency of the path then total delay of the
critical path can be shown as follows:
TTRANSACTION = TReq_Rcv-to-ACK2 + TACK2-to-RR(x) + TSRM-SU

(6.1)

TSRM-SU represents the setup time of the SRM register, interval TReq_Rcv-to-ACK2 is the delay
from the assertion of Req_Rcv signal to the assertion of ACK2 signal and T ACK2-to-RR(x) shows
the delay between the assertion of ACK2 signal to the availability at the input of SRM.
It can be seen that (6.1), does not consider any TSV failure scenario. TSV failures introduce
some redundancy hardware related delays. As discussed in Section 6.1 there may be three
possible TSV-failure cases for each possibility of Rst1 signal extraction implementation of the
interface which are discussed as follows:
6.2.1 Possibility 1: Rst1 Extraction at Tier1 (Fig. 6.1(a)):
Data RR(x) TSV Failure: Failure of data RR(x) signal TSV can arise three cases (Section 6.1)
based on delay effects.
Case I: Logic ‘1’ carrying TSV path remains unaffected when zero carrying TSV fails. Thus,
Eq. (6.1) remains the same.
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Case II & III: TSV failure occurs in a TSV that carries the logic ‘1’ or ‘0’ and then redundancy
hardware introduces the extra latency in TACK-to-RR(X) parameter. TTRANSACTION-POS1 represents the
critical path delay for the case of data TSV failure, for possibility 1 and is shown in (6.2). Extra
time due to the data carrying TSV failure TNEXT1 is added in parameter TACK-to-RR(X).
TTRANSACTION-POS1-DATA=TReq_Rcv-to-ACK2+ {TACK2-to-RR(x) + TNEXT1} +TSRM-SU

(6.2)

Control Signal TSV Failure: Failure of control signal TSV also results in additional delay. The
only control signal that traverses across the tiers in possibility 1 of Fig. 6.1 is ACK2. It can be
seen in (6.3) that data transaction duration (TTRANSACTION-POS1-CONTROL) due to delay of ACK2
signal TSV failure, where Req_Rcv signal to ACK2 signal duration has increased by T NEXT2,
which is by the TSV failure. Where, TNEXT2 is the extra delay in the control signal caused by
TSV failure. The equation (6.3) represents the scenario shown in Fig. 6.3.
TTRANSACTION-POS1_CONTROL={TReq_Rcv-to-ACK2 + TNEXT2}+TACK2-to-RR(x)+ TSRM-SU (6.3)
Both Data (RR(x)) and Control Signal TSV Failure: Both control and data signal TSVs may
fail concurrently. In that case, the delays of both data and control signal TSV failures add up as
explained in Fig. 6.4 and mathematically can be shown as Eq. (6.4).
TTRANSACTION-POS1_JOINT = {TReq_Rcv-to-ACK2 + T NEXT2}+{TACK2-to-RR(x) + TNEXT1} + TSRM-SU (6.4)
6.2.2 Possibility 2: Rst1 Extraction at Tier 2 (Fig. 6.1(b)):
Rst1 extraction at Tier 2 (Fig. 6.1(b)) requires as extra TSV for Rst1 signal to travel from Tier
2 to Tier 1. Consequences of data signal failures would remain the same as described above.
However, careful inspection shows there could be malfunctioning in some combinations of
control signal failures.
This possibility (Fig. 6.1(b)) considers the case when ACK2 and Rst1 signals are passing
through the separate TSVs. If ACK2 TSV fails then the data will not be traversed from RS(x) to
RR(x) until the ACK2 signal reaches the Tier1, to enable switching interface. Catastrophically, it
is possible that Rst1 reaches earlier than ACK2, which subsequently resets the SSM to next data
value, resulting in data loss. To overcome this possibility physical design engineers need to
check timing bound on these signals mentioned in inequality (6.5).
TRst1 >TACK2

(6.5)

TRst1 and TACK2 are respective times for Rst1 and ACK2 (Fig.5.1) signals to traverse from Tier 2
to Tier 1. Best option is to keep both signals through one TSV as we did (Fig. 5.1). Otherwise,
timing constraint in (6.5) must be fulfilled to avoid malfunctioning.
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6.3 Pull Channel: STSS Based CDC Technique:
As explained earlier, the representative circuit for loosely synchronous CDC technique is
based on STSS [71] circuit with addition of FIFO [75]. In this section timing analysis is provided
for STSS based CDC technique, in case of TSV failures, when they are used as pull channel.
6.3.1 DATA-signal-carrying TSV failure:
In STSS based CDC technique, no data encoding is used. Data and control signals are
transferred using TSVs across the Tiers (Fig. 5.4). Fig. 6.6 shows DATA-signal-carrying TSV
failures. This failure only leads to delay in DATA signal transmission, i.e., delay in traversing
the data signals (dotted lines) is increased. Overall the protocol of the interface does not get
affected.

CLK
REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

DATA TSV Failure
Figure 6.6: Effect of data-signal-carrying-TSV failures on STSS based CDC technique
6.3.2 Control-signal TSV failure:
In STSS based CDC technique, two control signals i.e., REQ and ACK, control the data
traffic between Tier 1 & 2 (Fig. 5.4). There are three cases of control-signal-carrying-TSV
failures, which are further described below in Fig. 6.7 & 6.8. These cases lead to modified timing
equations due to additional delay incurred by the TSV redundancy hardware. However, it is
observed that the protocol remains valid and leads to no malfunctioning.

CLK
REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

REQ TSV Failure
Figure 6.7: REQ signal TSV failure consequences on STSS Based CDC technique
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I) REQ signal TSV failure: Fig. 6.7 shows failure in REQ-signal-carrying-TSV. The failed TSV
is re-routed to the next redundant TSV, which causes the additional delay. Consequently,
assertion of all the subsequent signals, REQ, ACK and Data is delayed. Fig. 6.7 illustrates the
normal timing behavior using solid lines, and dotted lines represent the additional delay due to
TSV failure. Causality are shown for the delayed signals only.
II) ACK signal TSV failure: Fig. 6.8 shows ACK signal TSV failure effects on operation of
STSS based CDC technique. Due to ACK TSV failure, ACK signal gets delayed due to
redundant path allocation to failed TSV, which further adds delay in the negation of REQ and
DATA signals. All the signals shown with dotted lines in Fig. 6.8 represent the delayed signal.

CLK
REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

ACK TSV Failure
Figure 6.8: ACK signal carrying TSV failure in STSS based CDC technique
III) REQ & ACK signal failure: Both REQ and ACK signal carrying TSVs can fail
concurrently. In Fig. 6.9, dotted lines show the effects due to REQ and ACK signal TSV failure.
The REQ signal TSV failure causes delay in the assertion of the DATA and ACK signal. REQ,
ACK and DATA signal carrying TSV failures result in their delayed negation. Thus, two delays
are observed; one due to REQ signal carrying TSV failure and second due to ACK signal
carrying TSV failure.

CLK
REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

Control Signals TSV Failures
Figure 6.9: Combined effect of ACK & REQ signal TSV failure effects on protocol of
STSS based CDC technique
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6.3.3 Control & DATA signal failures:
The worst possibility is when both DATA and control signal carrying TSVs fail
simultaneously as illustrated in Fig. 6.10. Where the dotted line shows effect of REQ, ACK and
DATA signal carrying TSV failure. Delay to DATA TSV failure has addition of previous two
failure delays, i.e., REQ and ACK signal delays. So, three TSV failure are incorporated in
DATA signal.

CLK
REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

TSV Failures; REQ,ACK & DATA
Figure 6.10: DATA & Control signals TSVs failure effects on
STSS based CDC technique

6.4 Push Channel: STSS Based CDC Technique:
As stated earlier that for push channel, the protocol for the STSS based CDC technique
remains the same, with the exception of the direction of request generation. Therefore, REQ
signal is generated from the Tier1 (the sender side) and Tier 2 (Fig. 5.4) sends the ACK signal
(the receiver side). For push channel STSS based CDC, only change is in the control signals
directions. Therefor, the TSVs failure effects on push channel STSS based CDC technique
signals will remain the same as that of pull chanel STSS based CDC technique. Detailed analysis
of pull chanel STSS based CDC has already been described in Section 6.3.

6.5 Malfunctioning scenarios in STSS Based CDC Technique:
In Section 6.3, TSV failures in Data and Control signals lead to no data corruption as long as
worst case timing delays are identified carefully. However, analysis suggests that STSS based
CDC technique may run into malfucntioning scenario and makes the protocol invalid.
Premature ACK negation(data TSV failure): Fig. 6.11 explains a malfunctioning scenario,
when some of the TSVs carrying DATA signals fail.

REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

Valid Data

Delayed Data

Figure 6.11: Possible malfunctioning due to premature negation of ACK signal
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Specific DATA lines corresponding to the failed TSV are delayed but if no proper mechanism
is applied to check the completeness of data, the ACK signal may negate prematurely. This is
because ACK signal is negated as soon as the REQ signal is negated. Consequently, due to
premature negation of the ACK signal, the delayed DATA gets corrupted, which is elaborated in
shaded region in Fig. 6.11. Data is being transferred serially.
In Fig. 6.11, it is shown that the data from previous transaction is not negated (shaded
portion), while REQ is asserted for next data transaction. Hence, the receiver may erroneously
considers the existing data on data lines as data for next data transaction. Therefore, some sort of
mechanism is required to indicate completeness of the data transaction.

6.6 Timing Analysis of STSS based CDC technique:
As we illustrated for the case of QDI based GALS CDC, in this section we are elaborating
timing analysis for STSS based CDC technique. It is shown in Fig. 5.4 that the REQ, ACK and
DATA signals are transferred through TSVs for STSS based CDC technique. For the data
transaction, it has also been assumed that incoming data of different clock domains is
synchronized with the help of STSS interface (Tier 1, Fig. 5.4). Data is written in FIFO (Fig. 5.4)
and receiver can request/read the data at any instant of time. Once data transaction completes,
both the REQ and ACK signals are negated from their respective sides. Any delay in the data
transaction sequence causes the delay in interface operation. Timing constraints of the data
transfer path in STSS based CDC technique (Fig. 5.4) are illustrated in (6.6), which assumes a
pull channel:
TTRANSFER = TREQ-to-DATA + TDATA-to-ACK + TACK-to-REQ
+ max (TREQ-to-ACK,TREQ-to-DATA)

(6.6)

In Eq. (6.6), TTRANSFER shows the time required for one complete data transaction as seen by the
receiver, from the time receiver sees the assertion of REQ signal to the final negation of DATA
signal. TREQ-to-DATA represents the time duration, that receiver (Fig. 5.4) sees once it initiates the
REQ signal and gets back the asserted DATA signal. TDATA-to-ACK is duration observed at the
receiver, from DATA signal assertion to ACK signal assertion. The third term TACK-to-REQ,
represents time duration seen at the receiver side (Fig. 5.4), from assertion of the ACK signal to
the negation of REQ signal. TREQ-to-ACK and TREQ-to-DATA shows time duration measured at the
receiver end from negation of the REQ signal to the ACK and DATA signals negation,
respectively. For the worst case analysis, maximum time duration from the negation of REQ
signal to the ACK and DATA signals negation is taken into consideration.
Delay in data transaction can be represented with Eq. (6.7). TTRANSFER-JOINT represents new
timing constraint for one data transaction, in case of failures in REQ, ACK and DATA carrying
TSVs.
TTRANSFER-JOINT = {TREQ-to-DATA+TDELAY1} + {TDATA-to-ACK + TDELAY2}+ TACK-to-REQ +
max (TREQ-to-ACK,TREQ-to-DATA) +TDELAY (6.7)
In Eq. (6.7) TDELAY, TDELAY1 and TDELAY2 represent delays introduced due to the failure in
TSVs carrying REQ, DATA and ACK signals respectively. All three cases have been
highlighted in Fig.6.6 to Fig.6.10.
First, delay added due to the TSVs failure should be minimized. To minimize the delay,
efficient redundant TSV allocation techniques can be chosen at design stage of the interface.
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Timing constraint mentioned in Eq. 6.8, should be fulfilled while utilizing a particular redundant
TSV technique.
TWIDTH >TDELAY

(6.8)

In Eq. 6.8, TWIDTH represents the time duration for the one data bit. For example, X bits are in
one data burst and that specific burst is of the time duration T. Then, TWIDTH can be calculated by
X/T. TDELAY is path re-routing time in case TSV fails. Eq. 6.8 would help in optimizing the
delay to prevent data being corrupted.
Secondly, in the protocol a data completion signal needs to be added. The next data request
can be generated until the data completion signal is received. Inclusion of both constraints i.e.,
data completion signal in protocol and Eq. (6.8) timing constraint, would make design free from
the any chances of the data corruption.
Thirdly, another mechanism can be devised to avoid the malfunctioning. If data signal
carrying TSVs fail, this failure can be feedback to the REQ signal to negate the REQ signal with
some delay equal to TSV re-routing time. In case, the ACK signal TSV fails, it can be feedback
to delay data signal with time equal to the TSV re-routing. Addition of two feedbacks, one to the
REQ signal in case data signal TSVs fail and other feedback to the data signals for the ACK
signal carrying TSV failure, can avoid malfunctioning.
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CHAPTER 7
CLOCK DOMAIN CROSSING IN 3-D IC (SIMULATIONS)
In order to verify our analysis electrical simulation were performed using IHP microelectronics
90nm libraries in Cadence. Both of the CDC techniques, i.e., the QDI based GALS interface and
STSS interface were simulated. For QDI based GALS CDC technique we used GAsP
asynchronous interface [63] as switching mechanism for simulation purposes. We obtained a
maximum operational frequency of about 1.2GHz while on the other hand, it was found that
STSS interface circuit, operates at frequency of 500MHz technique due to the limitations in
synchronization delay.
For simulation purposes, the electrical model of TSV is used, as explained in the Chapter 2 and
used across different tiers of Fig. 5.1 &5.4 to do the inter-tier communications. TSV modeled
[49] by using analytical method. TSV parasitic values depend on various geometrical factors
such as length, diameter, and metal characteristics of TSV. In our case, we assumed, in
accordance with the guidelines of ITRS 2013, a TSV of 6um in diameter, 20um in length, oxide
thickness of 120nm and 10um pitch distance. Using the state of the art empirical analysis based
model from reference [49] following parasitic values (RLC) are obtained R=12.89mΩ, C=9.807
fF and L=5.816pH respectively.
Fig. 7.1 provides the simulation results of QDI based GALS interface (Fig. 5.1), according to
the delay insensitive protocol as detailed in the Chapter 5.

Figure 7.1: Simulation of QDI based GALS CDC in 3-D ICs
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Simulation waveforms shown in Fig. 7.1, for the case of no failures in the TSVs of data and
control signals. It shows an overall time of 750 ps for the one data transaction and power
consumption of 2.75 mW with energy of 14.17mJ for the four bit data transaction as mentioned
in first row of Table 7.1. While, second row of Table 7.1 shows the performance parameters for
the STSS interface.
In terms of basic three parameters, power, energy and delay for both CDC techniques, it shows
that there is very little difference between the two CDC techniques. But if energy-delay product
is calculated, the QDI based GALS interface is marginally better.

Table 7.1: Measurements of three basic parameters of CDC techniques
in 3-D ICs for 4-bit data transaction
S.
CDC
No Technique

Power

Energy

(mW)

(mJ)

Delay Energy Power
Delay Delay
(ns)
(pJs) (pWs)

1

QDI based
GALS
interface

2.75

14.17

.75

10.63

2.06

2

STSS
interface

2.78

10.51

1.03

10.83

2.86

As mentioned in the Chapter 6 TSV failures lead towards delay in the operation. These
failures include failure of data (RR) signal and control signals. Both the data and control signal
failures demonstrates worst case because of the double failures causing incremental delays.
Intentional failure are introduced in the TSVs carrying these two categories of signals (data and
control) to validate the claim in the Chapter 6 about the QDI based GALS interface. The
introduction of failures, re-routed TSVs to redundant TSVs (1:4 redundancy) and delay added in
each data transaction.
Fig. 7.2 shows simulation results of the QDI based GALS interface, for failures in the data
and control signals TSVs. The control signal TSV failure introduced a delay of 106 ps (Eq. 6.3),
validating our claim regarding the control signal failure. Whereas, the DATA (RR) carrying
TSVs failure added delay of about 153 ps (Eq 6.2). Both the ACK2 and DATA (RR) signal
carrying TSV failure at same time instant resulted in delay of 259 ps (Eq. 6.4) as mentioned in
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Table 7.2. It also validates our worst case formalization about the TSVs failure, which causes
more delay but no malfunctioning.
The usage of TSV redundancies, such as 2:4 [73] and router based [74] TSV redundancies,
provides more TSV failure tolerance but at the cost of increased delay as compare to the 1:4 TSV
redundancy [72].

Figure 7.2: Simulation of QDI based GALS interface (Data & Control signal failure)
Control signal failure resulted in 106 ps and data signal in 153ps delay. Overall, 259ps delay
comes out as 259 as in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Timing overhead due to TSV failure
S.
CDC
No Technique

Control
signal TSV
Failure (ps)

Data signal
TSV Failure
(ps)

Data & Control
signals
TSV Failure (ps)

1

QDI based
GALS

106

153

259

2

STSS
interface

19

15

34

As a first step towards the simulations of loosely synchronous CDC technique, the failure
zone of STSS [71] circuitry is calculated. Failure zone comes out about 70ps. Plugging in the
failure zone time and clock time period in Eq. (2.1), error probability of.035 or 3.5 % is
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achieved. FIFO as described in [75] is added to simulate the 3-D environment for STSS based
loosely synchronous CDC (as shown in Fig. 5.4).
Fig. 7.3 illustrates simulation waveform of loosely synchronous CDC. Simulation results are
according to the protocol as described in Fig. 5.5. The time for one data transaction comes out
1.03ns as reported in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.3: Simulation of clock domain crossing using STSS interface in 3-D IC
Failures introduced in ACK, REQ and DATA signals TSVs to simulate, analyze and validate
the consequences as detailed in section 6.4 &6.5 of the Chapter 6. Fig. 7.4 is the simulation
waveform showing the results based on signals using redundant (1:4 redundancy) TSV paths.
This is the worst delay case simulation when both DATA and control signal fails.

Figure 7.4: STSS interface CDC technique in 3-D IC (Data & Control signal TSV failure)
Simulation of worst case, i.e., DATA and control signal carrying TSVs has been performed
using 1:4 TSV redundancy architecture [73]. Penalty due to failure of REQ signal is about 11ps
(Fig. 6.7), 8ps (Fig. 6.8) due to ACK signal, 19 ps (Fig. 6.9) for both REQ and ACK signals and
data signal TSV failure causes 15ps (Fig. 6.6) delay. Overall, timing penalty comes out 34ps
(Fig. 6.10) (Row 3, Table 7.2).Using redundant TSVs causes the delay as evident from Fig. 7.4,
but soemtime delay may add upto signaficant level or operation sequence may lead towards
malfunctioning in circuit operation as detailed in the Section 6.5 (Chapter 6).
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Fig. 7.5 is the case when the ACK signal negated prematurely from the receiver side without
realizing that data is delayed and not received completely. It caused the malfunctioning in system
as DATA is not being received completely while the ACK and REQ signals terminated
(highlighted with the help of circle in Fig. 7.5). Hence, invalidating the protocol and lead to the
malfunctioning scenarios due to premature negation of control signal. This scenario is simulated
and illustrated in Fig. 7.5.

Figure 7.5: Malfunctioning scenario of STSS interface CDC in 3-D IC
Fig. 7.5, two data item sent but not received at the other end. So, only delay in operation is not
penalty, malfunctioning chances are also there in the STSS interface CDC technique.
In general area wise, the QDI based GALS interface design has advantage over the STSS
interface for lower number of bits, but as we increase the number of bits, the STSS interface
becomes more advantageous. For example if 1-bit is transferred the STSS interface uses 1.44
times more area compared to the QDI based GALS interface (Table 7.3), whereas, if 16 bit data
transaction is made concurrently, the QDI based GALS interface consumes about 1.14 times the
STSS interface. Delay wise, the QDI based GALS interface presents more delay in adoption of
redundant path as compared to the STSS interface as counterpart.

Case

Table 7.3: Hardware overhead of CDC techniques
CDC using STSS
QDI based GALS CDC
interface
PMOS

NMOS

Total

PMOS

NMOS

Total

1-bit

1.37X1 1.66Y1

1.44T1

X1

Y1

T1

4-bit

1.12X2 1.25Y2

1.16T2

X2

Y2

T2

8-bit

X3

1.07Y3

T3

1.25X3

Y3

1.15T3

16-bit

X4

Y4

T4

1.19X4

1.03Y4

1.14T4
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Simulation of three TSV redundancy techniques, mentioned and analyzed in the Chapter 5, is
performed using MATLAB 7.0. We analyzed the hardware overhead required for each
redundancy technique upto 400 signals. Fig. 7.6 illustrates product of hardware with the number
of cells used, using 1:4, 2:4 and router based TSV redundancy techniques.
In order to provide a fair comparison we normalized the product of number of cells and area
overhead (called as hardware overhead) for 5x5 router based redundancy technique over 400
signals.
Fig. 7.6 shows that as expected with increment in number of signals hardware overhead will
increase. However, effective redundancy per cell is reduced with increment in the number of
signals. It can be seen effective redundancy of router based TSVs are better at the expense of
added hardware.

Figure 7.6. Hardware overhead X cells required (on left y-axis) and effective number of
redundant TSVs (on right y-axis) for different number of signals

Nonetheless, For 250 signals, the hardware overhead for 3x3 router based technique is about 3
times more than 1:4 redundancy technique, while providing 5 times more effective redundancy
per cell. Hence, if the foundry data is available with respect to yield percentage of TSVs, this
study will help the designer to choose the right redundancy technique under a given condition.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
8.1 Conclusion:
The first major objective achieved in this work is to successfully prove that the QDI based GALS
asynchronous interfaces can be utilized efficiently in the GALS design. Secondly, we have
characterized the different interfaces based on complexity and performance so that a designer
may make an informed decision on choosing a particular interface. Table 4.1 shows that for any
number of bits of data transaction, the modified RSDL interface outperforms other interfaces
with an improvement of at least 22% in latency. In terms of power, the encoding and decoding
techniques of the modified GAsP and STFB based GALS systems have to be efficient, to
compete with the modified RSDL. The approach developed in this work also provides a flexible
interfacing mechanism for the MPSoC based ASIP. Our technique can be combined with the
configurable platform technique [27] to automate the generation of interfaces in the platform.
Moreover, the proposed interfaces can be incorporated as external/internal communicating
modules in configurable platform technique. It will help in reducing time-to-market as the
overall design process accelerates with the proposed design template, in conjunction with
configurable platform technique with minimal changes.
The QDI based GALS design templates are introduced, to leverage from the robust QDI based
GALS asynchronous interface. Two different templates are proposed and analyzed with three
different asynchronous interfaces, utilizing the RTZ and ST signaling schemes. Robustness of
the proposed design templates is observed using corner cases. Our template based approach
reduces the design complexity of the IP based GALS design and the results provided on several
metrics allow designers to make an informed decision to choose the GALS interface that fits best
to the design need. Compared to the state of the art GALS based designs, our templates offer
much flexibility in terms of the frequency variations and phase difference between the
communicating modules.
3-D IC is an emerging technology which can be leveraged further by use of the GALS
templates. Due to multi storey structure, each tier can have an IP, independent of other tiers. This
leads us to the use of clock domain crossing CDC in 3-D ICs. For CDC, the QDI based GALS
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systems can be proven very beneficial. There is a special scenario that can arise; it is the
existence of out of phase frequencies at multiple tiers. So, the modified STSS based interface
was utilized for such scenarios.
Incorporation of two CDC techniques in 3-D IC has been presented in this work. Guidelines
are provided for placement of different components at different logic layers of 3-D IC with
justification of data signals, control signals and TSVs requirements. This incorporation suggests
that how CDC techniques are suitable and adaptable in 3-D environment. The QDI based GALS
asynchronous interface requires a local clock on each layer regardless of communicating
frequencies, whereas the STSS interface is more suitable with global clock distribution network.
Various TSV redundancies techniques used to tolerate the TSV failure while data transportation.
Each redundancy technique has its own specialized features like fault tolerance and overhead.
Detailed timing characterization of the TSV failures for both CDC techniques provided based
upon asynchronous channels analysis i.e., push and pull channel. The timing characterization is
done on the basis of the TSV failures carrying data and control signals. Effects of each failure
scenario on protocol elaborated through waveforms and mathematical equations. These cases
validated through the simulation results. The QDI based GALS asynchronous interface resulted
in more timing overhead, but no erroneous operation due to its delay insensitivity nature. On the
other side, the loosely synchronous STSS interface came up with low timing overhead in failure
case, but it has possibility of malfunctioning. In no failure, performance wise both techniques are
same based upon the energy delay product calculation.
In general, the QDI based GALS templates uses more hardware and area, but less power
consumption. The energy and power delay product of both the QDI based GALS template and
STSS shows that STSS interface is efficient based upon these parameters. In performance, the
QDI based GALS template can be slower as it involves the ACK2 (acknowledgement) signal
which is controlled by the data signals. But this template has an edge of less probability of
malfunctioning as data may be delayed. So, its operation completion can be delayed but it cannot
erroneous due to no separate control involvement. Means timing assumption of data arrival is
excluded. On the other hand control signal handling of modified STSS based interface is a bit
faster as it is based upon internal clock switching which is faster, but it needs timing assumption
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of the data. That may malfunction on data delay. A complete analysis on timing assumption is
provided in the Chapter 6.
Operational frequency of both the CDC techniques, i.e., the QDI based GALS and STSS
based CDC can be same. But there is a problem in case of the modified STSS interface, as
frequency of clock goes higher probability of failure also increases. Mathematically, failure
probability is failure zone duration divided by clock period. Failure zone determination
procedure has been explained in the Chapter 5. Failure zone will remain same for a d-flip flop, in
our case it is 60ps, so clock period reduction results in higher failure probability.
No separate global clock distribution network is required in the QDI based GALS template
because of the local clock generation. It provides various benefits in terms of IP reuse and less
consumption of silicon area. On the other way round, synchronization technique is free from
local clock generation at every stage which free the designer from redesign of clock distribution
but it requires more silicon area.

8.2 Future Work:
As future work, generation of local clock for QDI based GALS system can be more optimized
by introducing a proper clock distribution logic on each of the sender and receiver end. Encoding
and decoding of each DI code can be incorporated, which will provide a complete picture of
overall system. In such a system where a separate operational logic designs on each end, will
provide to investigate system more clearly and carefully. Another possible future contribution
could be layout level implementation to provide more realistic and much close to fabrication
level results.
We have utilized the RTZ signaling scheme (all data signals should be at logic zero when no
bit is being transmitted), however the NRTZ (non-return to zero) scheme can also be used which
requires half bandwidth as compared to the RTZ, but NRTZ scheme adds the hardware
complexity. There are so many other DI codes available that can be used to encode the data bits,
to transfer them to another clock domain. The main focus while choosing DI codes should be
simplicity in the implementation, the less timing overhead, the minimum hardware and the lower
power consumption. Such codes should be used that can be transmitted and perceived without
any error.
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As far incorporation of CDC in 3-D ICs is concerned, only TSV requirement factor is
analyzed and verified in deep. TSVs can be further analyzed in terms of silicon area footprint
along the relevant parasitic factors. Temperature reduction mechanism and power distribution
network can be designed more carefully. Testing is another factor that can be done to verify 3-D
IC functionality at fabrication level. Overall 3-D system can be improved by introducing various
logic designs at the separate tiers with the introduction of local or global network along factors
mentioned above.
TSV is main source of communication across different tiers in 3-D IC. In the number of TSV
required, apparently it seems that the STSS based interface is much better but in reality it is not
so, there are other attributes which can be considered. Every scenario has its own preferences
that is why guidelines are provided so that a particular selection can be made. TSV failure
always requires the signal shifts which introduce delays. Many redundancy techniques can be
adopted but each has a maximum failure tolerance. For example, 1:4 technique [72] can bear one
while 2:4 [73] technique can bear two failures at maximum. Although two failures can be
handled with 2:4 approach but it has two times delay associated with it in case of the failure as
compare to 1:4 redundancy technique. Similarly router based redundancy approach provides a
novel mechanism for back up path adaptation but at expense of more hardware and increased
delay.
TSV requirement according to different data encodings shows that m-of-n encoding is much
better than the other two in encodings in QDI based GALS. But encoding and decoding has also
some cost which is more for the m-of-n codes. Encoding and decoding is easier for the 1-of-N
signaling scheme in hardware requirement and in power consumption. The dual rail encoding is
also efficient but it has disadvantage of requirement of asynchronous interface for each data bit
encoding. The NRTZ signaling scheme can also be used where bandwidth is a critical factor
instead of the RTZ but it will be at cost of more hardware and intensive level detective
mechanism.
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